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We wish to especially recognize Gordon Ma cdonald and Agatin Abbott 
without w hose pioneering work and y nthese of Hawaiian geo logy this book 
wo uld not have been possible. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The intent of thi book is to facilitate the comparison of Hawaiian and 
martian volcanic features. Between 1976 and 1979, the Viking mission to 
Mars acquired numerou remarkably clear pictl.lres of the martian surface. 
The picture are full of bizarre and exotic features but som e of the more 
com prehensible are those of the large volcanoes. The martian volcanoes 
are enormous by terrestrial standards. Olympus Mons is 27 km high and over 
600 km across. In comparison, the Hawaiian volcanoe , which are the 
largest on Earth , have a maximum height of 9 km above the sea floor and a 
maximum width of 120 km. Despite the difference in size, the martian and 
Hawaiian volcanoes have numerous characteri tics in common. Specific 
features such as lava channels, collapsed lava tubes, levees and flow fronts , 
all very common in Hawaii , are also abundant on the flanks of some of the 
martian volcanoes . Striking differences also exist , such as the apparent lack 
of radial rift zones on some martian volcanoe and the paucity of cinder and 
spatter cones. As we acquired higher re olution photography of the martian 
features during the Viking mission , the similarities and contrasts became 
more apparent and we recognized the need for more detailed comparison of 
the martian volcanoes and one of their clo e t analogs on Earth , the 
Hawaiian volcanoes. The intent of thi book is to help meet that need by 
bringing together som e of the best photographs of martian and Hawaiian 
volcanic features so that the reader can make his own comparison and draw 
his own conclusions. We have deliberately avoided interpretation and kept 
the Hawaiian and Mars s ctions separate to avoid imposing an interpretation 
that might be implicit in the association of the pictures. 
The fact that Hawaii ha been chosen a the basis for comparison with 
Mars doe not imply that all martian volcanism is of Hawaiian sty le or that 
Hawaii i necessarily the best terrestrial analog. Hawaii is representative of 
one style of t errestrial volcanism, that which results in formation of a shield 
volcano. The term 'shield ' is applied to volcanoes with the profile of an 
inverted shield and form ed largely by sustained accumulation of very fluid 
lava. They generally have a summit crater and flanks that slope away at 
angles less than 6°. Explo ive eruptions of ash and cinders do OCC ur but are 
relatively infrequ ent so that tephra constitutes only a small fraction of the 
edifice volum e. Shield volcanoes thus contra t sharply with most strato-
volcanoes in which eruptions of lava comm only alternate with explosive 
activity involving the production of large amounts of t ephra. On the other 
hand, they also contra t with flood basalt eruption , in which the lava is 0 
fluid that large edifices do not form , only sheets of lava. Both tratovolcanoes 
and flood basalts are probably also repre ented on Mars. 
Other terrestrial volcanoes may provide better analogs for specific martian 
featu res than those in Hawaii. The terraces on the flanks of the large vol-
canoes, for exam pIe, have no obvious Hawaiian parallel , but are similar to 
features on som e shield volcanoes of the Galapagos I lands. 1 everthele s, the 
Hawaiian volcano s are probably the most intensely studied, the be t docu-
mented, and consequently the one with which comparison can most readily 
be made. 
The fir t part of the book deals exclusively with Hawaii. A short overview 
of Hawaiian volcanism is follow d by sev ral chapters illu strating different 
features of Hawaiian volcanoe . Th e overview section is appropriately 
referenced but the short texts at th e tart of each sub equ ent section largely 
lack citation despite ou r heavy reliance on previously publi hed work. The 
second part of the book concerns Mars and includes a general summary of 
the geology of the planet in addition to a di cussion of the volcanic featu res. 
The book is not intended as a cholarly or definitiv e work but more a a 
guide. The emphasis is on the pictures; the text i kept deliberately short 
with the expectation that the reader will turn to more definitive works for 
fuller explanation of the featu re illustrated. either author claims to be an 
expert on Hawaiian volcanism. What familiarity we have with the subject has 
been gained largely in order to support our main interests which are the 
loon and other planets. M. Carr spent several weeks at the Hawaiian 
Volcano Observatory during the summ er of 1977 going throu gh their fil es of 
photographs and seeing many of the feature from the air and on the ground. 
Since 1969 , R. Greeley has wo rked in the field in Hawaii largely engaged in 
research in support of lu nar and planetary studies. 
We would lik e to thank the staff of the Hawaiian Volcano Obse rvato ry 
who ge neroLLsly allo wed us access to th eir fil es and allo wed us to u e 
numerouS photographs that h.ad not been previously published. Th ey also 
p rovided logistical suppo rt and much needed advice . Deserving p ecial 
m ention is R . T. Holcomb who took marL)' of the pictures in the book and 
aided in the lo cation and interpretation of many others. Th e m.anusc ript 
was reviewed by D. W. Pet erson, D. A . Swan on, and R . T. Holcomb. 
A dditional encouragem ent and suppo rt was provided by G. P. Eaton, 
J. Lo ckwood, and P. W. Lipman. Th e work was SLLpported by a grant f rom 
the Planetary Geology Program Office, N A SA Headquarters. 
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II. HAWAIIAN VOLCANISM 
The Hawaiian Islands lie at the southeast end of a line of atolls, reefs, sea-
mounts, and subm erged volcanoes that stretch for 6,500 km across the 
Pacific_ The chain , known as the Hawaiian A rchipelago, extends from Hawaii 
in an approximately northwest direction for about 3,500 km. At approxi-
mately 320 N, 174 0 E, the chain abruptly changes direction to form a north-
south chain of seamounts, the Empero r Seamounts. These can be traced for 
approximately 3,000 km to the north, where they disappear into the 
Aleutian Trench (Figure 2-1). Several lines of evidence suggest that the vol-
canoes that constitute the combined Hawaiian-Emperor chain were form ed 
successively. The oldest volcanoes are at the extreme northern end of the 
chain and have ages probably in excess of 65 million years (Dalrymple and 
others, in press) ; the youngest are at the sou thea t extremity of the chain 
and fo rm the Hawaiian I lands. 
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FI GURE 2-1. Map of the Hawaiian A rchipelago. Th e small inset shows the 
location of the islands in th e Pacific Ocean. (From Mac donald and A bbott, 
1970.) 
The volcanoes within the chain do not form a simple single line but appear 
instead to have an echelon arrangement, occurring along parallel lines 
oriented at an angle to the main axis of the chain (Jackson and others, 
1972). Individual volcanic center are spaced at an average of approximately 
75 km apart along these lines. Associated with each is a positive gravity 
anomaly which suggests the presence of a core of relatively dense material. 
Most of the Hawaiian Islands are composed of two or more volcanoes . The 
I.3land of Hawaii , for example, is composed of five - Kilau ea, Mau na Loa, 
Mauna K ea, Hualalai, and Kohala. Each volcano is considered to have its 
own individual conduit t o 'b magma source within the mantle. The volcanoes 
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are, however, compo ite having num erous vents fed from the sam e central 
conduit. The bulk of each volcanic edifice is below ea level. The Hawaiian 
ridge ri es about 5 ,000 m from the ocean floor to ea level, and on the I land 
of Hawaii extends another 4 ,000 m above sea level. Primary slopes in the 
subaerial portion of the volcanoes are relatively shallow and average about 
6 0 . The subm erged portions have significantly teeper lopes, averaging 
approximately 100 down to the base of the edifi ce. 
The age of the Hawaiian volcanoe follow the pattern of the entire 
Hawaiian -Emperor chain. The youngest are at the extreme outheast end of 
the chain where the two presently active volcanoes, Mauna Loa and Kilau ea, 
are located. The other volcanoes b ecame progressively older to the north-
west such that Kauai , 520 km north west of I ilau ea, i approximately 5.8 
million year old (Dalrymple and others, in press). These data sugge t that 
the center of volcanism ha moved southeast at an average rate of 8 cm/yr 
while the Hawaiian I lands have been building. Age data on lavas fTom 
other islands and submerged volcanoes of the Hawaiian Archipelago to the 
northwest of Hawaii indicate that this rate ha been maintained for at lea t 
65 million y ar (Dalrymple and others, in press). The change in direction as 
recorded by the bend in the Hawaiian-Em peror chain appears to have 
occurred approximately 43 million years ago. 
Origin of the Hawaiian-Emperor Chain 
Wil on (1963) proposed that the Hawaiian volcanoe form ed as the cru t 
and the rigi d part of the upper mantle (now together term ed th e lithosphere) 
moved north we tward over a fix ed hot spot in the mantle. I-Ie suggest ed that 
a 'hot spot," now under the ac tive volcanoes Kilauea and Mauna Loa, has 
been an alm ost continuous source of magma for several million year and 
that volcanoes which fo rm over the hot spot are carried to the northwest 
and ultimately become extinct as they are cut off from th e magma source. 
As old volcanoes die new ones form to their south east so that the 'hot spot' 
ha given rise to the long line of volcanoes that we observe. 
This proposal has gained wide acceptance and accords well with the 
current theories of plate tectonics, in which the Hawaiian Islands are part of 
the no rthwest-moving Pacific plate. Jackson and others (1972) propo ed that 
the 'hot spot' i app roximately 300 1 m across and currently centered about 
50 km to th e northea t of Kilau ea to account for the width of the Hawaiian 
chain and the location of its axi . The distribution and nature of xenoliths in 
the Hawaiian magma (Jackson and Wright, 1970) suggest that the magma 
originate at depths of 50-100 km. Such depths are consi tent ,·vith early 
seismic data (Eaton and Murata , 1960), althou gh there have been few recent 
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earthquake from the e depth despite much volcani m. Gromme and Vine 
(1972) determined the remanent magnetic pole orientation - and hence 
latitude at the time of form ation - of some 17 million year old lavas from 
Midway Island, showing that , within the measurement errors, the apparent 
latitude of Midway Island 17 million years ago was the arn e as Hawaii 
today, indicating that the 'hot pot' has not shifted appreciably, at lea t in 
latitude, in the recent geologic pa t. 
While there i a concensu that the Hawaiian Archipelago form ed 
as the lithosphere moved over an e entially fixed hot pot beneath , con-
siderable uncertainty remains as to the preci e mechanism. Wil on (1963) 
envisaged that the lithosphere melted as it moved over an anomalously hot 
region in the mantle but did not elaborate on the precise mechanism. Morgan 
(1971 , 1972a, 1972b) sugge ted that thermal in tabilities within the mantle 
could cause plumes or column of upward-moving mantle rocks at variou 
locations around the world. As a plume impinge on the ba e of the litho-
phere, a low density frac tion of the mantle rocks is plastered on the 
under ide and becomes a source of molten material for surface volcanism. 
He postulated that such a plume is presently under Hawaii and has been 
responsible for the Hawaiian chain. Alternatively, McDougall (1971) pro-
posed that the Hawaiian chain formed as a result of easy access of magma to 
the urface throu gh tensional fractures in the litho phere. H suggested that 
the fractures propagate them elve to the sou thea t a the litho phere moves 
to the northwest because the lithosphere rides over a high in the mantle 
caus d either by heating or upwelling. In yet another hypothe is, Shaw and 
Jackson (1973) propo ed that melting at the base of the lithosphere is 
caused by shear as the Pacific Plate move northwe tward. The reader i 
referred to Jack on and others (1972) and Dalrym ple and others (1975)for 
am plification of the above discussion. 
Structure of individual volcanoes 
Each volcano is a complex structure compri ing a volcanic center often 
with a caldera, from which typically radiate two to thr e rift zone, identifi-
able by lines of collap e pits, atellitic vents, fi ures, and diverging flows. 
Several line of evidence sugge t that swarm of near vertical dikes underlie 
the rift zones. The dike can be een directly in old dissected volcanoes and 
inferr d indirectly from gravity and magnetic data , and from the sequence 
of events during eruptions. It appear that the dike form as magma is tran -
ported laterally from the center of the volcano to the flank. Flank eruption 
along the rift zone mayor may not accompany such lateral transfer. The 
orientation of the rift zone is co ntrolled largely by local stre fields caused 
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by the weight of the volcano itself and by the buttressing effect of adj acent 
volcanoes (Fiske and Jack on , 1972). They are generally oriented in such a 
way as to permit accommodation to intru ions of the dikes by the outward 
movement of the edifice on its un upported flank. Intrusion into the east 
.rift zone of Kilau ea, for example, cau e outward di placement of the 
unsupported outhea t flank toward th e ocean (Swanson and others, 1976a). 
Displacement of the northwest flank is prevented by th e buttressing of 
Mauna Loa. The orientation of rift zones on i olated volcanoes such a 
Kauai , where there i no local buttressing effect , may be affected by regional 
stresses but the data are not conclusive. 
The active volcanoes appear to incorporate or overlie a relatively shallow 
magma re ervoir whi h is uppli d by magma from a sour e region at mu h 
greater depths (Eaton , 1962). warm s of low magnitude earthquake near 
th e summit of Kilau ea occur in as ociation with inflation of th volcano and 
movem nt of magma within the difice. Plot of the foci of the earthquake 
reveal an aseismic zone approximately 21m acros and extending from 
depths of 3 to 7 km beneath th e summit caldera. Koyanagi and other 
(1976) suggested that thi zon e outlines a magma re ervoir , a uggestion con-
sist ent with results of tudies of ground deformation during epi ode of 
inflation and deflation . Earthquake foci beneath th inferred magma 
reservoir trace a po sible conduit for the magma from the upper mantle. An 
a eismic zone also OCc Lir beneath the summit of Mauna Loa (Koyanagi and 
other , 1975). It is as yc t pood y defined, bu t appears to be ignificantly 
largc r than that for J ilau ea, being approximately 10 km acro and 15 to 30 
km deep. 
Evolutionary sequence of Hawaiian volcanoes 
The Hawaiian volcan oe are each thou ght to be built by a similar sequ ence 
of events. Early volcanism is belicved to form a thick series of pillow lava 
which accumulate until the pile reaches sca level. s the edifice continu es 
to grow further, wavc action around the periphery of the volcano form a 
crossCu tting sequ ence of beach deposits buried b later lavas. Continu ed 
growth form s the characteristic domical hi eld with its central cald era and 
rift zones . Eruption rates are fairly high and th e lavas are almost entirely of 
a typc of ba alt callcd tholeiite, which is th e dominant basalt of the ocean 
floor , mid oceanic ridge, and oceanic volcanic island. It is relatively rich in 
ilica and poor in alkalis compared with many continental basalts. auna 
Loa and Kilau ea are in the shield-building pha e. According to Moore, 
the combined eruption rate for the volcanoe on Hawaii is 0.05 km 3 y r- 1, 
and Swanson (1972) e timates that the supply rate of magma to Kilau ea in 
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the last 20 years has been approximately 0.1 km 3 yr- l. The main hield 
building phase may last as long as one million years. It is followed , within 
a few hundred thousand years, by a capping of more silicic rocks and alkalic 
basalt , which is poorer in Si0 2 and richer in I 20 and Na20 than the 
thol iite (Jackson and others, 1972). Flows and cinder cones of this phase 
fill the caldera - if one were pre ent - and generally alter th ummit profile 
that was built earlier. Hualalai , Mauna Kea, and I ohala have reached this 
stage. Toward the end of thi econd phase, the rate of eruption decrease 
ignificantly so that the erosion rate exceeds the accumulation rate and the 
volcano becomes deeply di ected. Intermittent eruption may, however, 
continu e at a low rate of everal million years, after termination of the 
second phase , before the volcano become completely extinct . 
Sequence of events during an eruption 
Although every eruption is unique, observations of eruptions on Kilau ea 
have revealed some recurring patterns. Eruption is generally preceded by a 
period of inflation centered on the magma reservoir below the summit 
caldera. Eruptions may occur at the summit or on the flank , mainly along 
the rift zones . Although there are exceptions, flank eruptions commonly 
result in deflation of the ummit region, whereas summit eruption may 
cau e a net expansion. In both ca e inflation generally occurs locally at the 
eru ption ite. Swarm of sm all earthquakes in the general area of the vent 
accompany nearly all eruption and are pre umably caLI ed by the magma 
as it works its way to the UI·face. In the case of flank eru ptions, there may 
be an increase in eismic activity along the rift zone be tween the volcano 
center and the eruption ite. The increase may be sub tantial or so small as 
to be undetectable. The very small increases in ei micity in som e eruptions 
ugge t that in these cases movement of magma along the rift zone is rela-
tively unoh tru cted ( wanson and others, 1976b). Intru ion of magma into 
the rift zone al 0 causes dilation which manifest it elf by cracks and fi m es 
at the L1rface. Although common , uch intrusions are not necessarily accom-
panied hy flank eruption. 
Between 1832 and 1950 Mauna Loa averaged an eruption every 3 .6 years 
and was active 6.2 percent of th tim e (Stcarns and Macdonald , 1946). The 
longe t lull in historic tim es was between 1950 and 1975. Activity since 
1832 has been almost equally divided between ummit and flank eruptions. 
Eruption on 1aLlna Loa usually tart with lava fountains at the ummit. 
The first fountains generally emerge along cracks on the floor of 
okuaweoweo , the summit caldera. The crack ma intersect the caldera 
wall , causing eruptions inside and out ide th e aldera or on the caldera wall. 
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As eruption progre es, aCTIVlty becomes restricted to a small number of 
vents, perhaps just one, and cinder and spatter cone form around the 
remaining vents. Eruptions that are restricted to the summit are generally 
followed a few years later by summit-flank eruptions. The e doublets 
generally tart with fountain at the ummit. ctivity may then hift con-
tinuously down one of th e rift zones to a new center or, alternatively , may 
cease and be followed a few days later by a new eruption lower down one of 
the rift zone . As for summit eruption , activity soon becomes limited to one 
or a small number of vent around w"hich spatter ramparts and cones may be 
built. Mo t "auna Loa eruptions last less than a month; only two historic 
eruption (1856 , 1974) have lasted longer than a year. 
Eruptions of Kilauea can be divid ed into four types : 1) lava lake in the 
caldera , 2) paroxy mal explosion , 3) flank flows, and 4) flows within the 
caldera that resemble flank flows (S teams and Macdonald, 1946). In historic 
times Kilau ea has been far more active than Mauna Loa. From 1800 to 1924 
Kilau ea caldera was almost continuously occupied by one or more active 
lava lake . From 1907 t o 1924 the surface of the lake in Halemaumau 
periodically ro e and fell , sometim e spilling over onto the floor of the 
caldera. Two kinds of magma were distinguished ; a semisolid lava and more 
fluid lava. The fluid lava rose and fell fast er than the semisolid lava, ome-
tim es leaving island-lik masses poking up through the lava-lake surface. The 
lake was constantly circulating, commonly with small fountain measuring 
from a few centimenters to a few met ers high playing at the surfac . Flank 
eruption also occurred during thi period , with prominent one in 1823, 
1840, 1868, and 1919-1920 
In 1924 the style of actlVlty chan ged dramatically. In February of that 
year lava drained comple tely from Halemaumau to leave a fumin g empty pit. 
In late pril the floor of the pit began to drop , accompanied by avalanches 
from th walls. By the fir t week in May the pit was more than 200 met ers 
deep. Explo ive activity then started and continued with extreme violence 
for mo t of th e month , resulting in the effu sion of va t amount of team 
and dust which form ed clouds everal kilom eters high over the volcano. 
Eruptions of thi typ e, known as phreatol7tagrnatic eruptions , are caused 
by entry of ground water or sea water into the heated rock below the 
caldera. Between 1924 and 1934 Halemaumau erupted even tim es, but 
between 1934 and 1952 it was completely quiet. Since re umption of 
activity in 1952, the volcano has averaged one ruption every two year 
except for the period from 1969 to 1974 when there was almost continuous 
activity at Mauna lu in the east rift zone. 
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III. ED IFI CES 
The i land of Hawaii i built by lava flows from five volcanoes - Kohala, 
Hualalai, Mauna Kea, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea. Few of the lava flows have 
been dated radiometrically, but there is general agreement about the relative 
age of the five volcanoe . I ohala is the most eroded, yields the oldest K-Ar 
date (McDougall and Swan on, 1972), and hence i the oldest . Mauna Loa 
and Kilau ea are still active and in the tholeiitic shield -building stage, so are 
almost certainly the youngest of the group. The relative ages of the main 
tholeiitic shields of Hualalai and Mauna Kea have not been determined. 
Although Hualalai erupted in 1801 , Fi ke and Jackson (1972) assumed it 
was the older and reconstructed the growth of Hawaii as hown in Figure 
3-1. 
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FIG URE 3-1. Stylized reconstmction of th e growth of the Island of 
Hawaii. Contou rs are of positive Bouguer gravity with 10m Gal interval 
(B inoshita and others, 1963). (A ) Early form ed Kohala-Hualalai edific e; X 
marks the site of the futLLI"e Mauna Kea. (B) Later stage; Y marks the 
site of future Mauna Loa. (C) till later stage; Z marks th e site of future 
Kilauea. (D) Pre ent configuration. (From Fiske and Jackson 1972.) 
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The main ma ses of the volcanoe are b low sea level. Little is known of 
the early shield -building phases but long accumulation of pillow lavas must 
have taken place before the edifice reached sea level. Upon reaching sea level, 
erosion , and possibly enhanced phreatic activity, may produce a zone rich in 
tephra and erosional debris between the ubmarine and subaerial ection. 
As the volcano grow , its shape is controlled by the rift zones. Only if the 
volcano i i olated, uch as west Maui , i the edifice circular. More commonly 
broad ridges form along the line of the rifts. 
During the growth phase, collapse at the ummit form s a caldera. When a 
caldera first form is unclear, but collapse and refilling is repetitive and may 
continu e throu ghout the shield-building stage. Kilau ea and auna Loa are 
in this stage. It is not clear whether all the shield volcanoes develop a ummit 
caldera. No evidence of a summit caldera has been found at Hualalai , for 
example, but this may be du e to burial by later deposits. 
After the main hi eld-building period , a cap of lava flows and pyroclastic 
material is built over the top of the hi ld and completely buries any exi ting 
caldera. The cap is gen rally st eeper and les extensive than the previou ly 
built edifice and ubstantially changes the summit profile. In the hield-
building phase, the edifice has a smooth profile with a relatively flat summit. 
fter the capping stage, the profile is jagged at the summit and the lope 
st eeper. The chan ge in st yle of volcanism is caused partly by a change in the 
composition of the lavas. Instead of tholeiite, the late tage lava are mo tly 
alkalic basalts or variou non-basaltic rocks and result in more e plosive 
activity. After termination of this phase, the volcano may becom e com-
pletely extinct. Activity may, howev r, continue very sporadically fo r an 
extended p riod of tim e to build new volcanic landforms on the ero ional 
remnants of the main hield. 
During the main tholeiitic stage, the flanks of a shield may become 
unstable and fail along faults app roximately parallel to the edge of the 
shield . Traces of huge landslides have been found on the ocean floor around 
Hawaii. The e probably form mainly by failure on the steeply loping 
underwater part of the edifi ce. Failu re also occurs on the subaerial part. 
The Hilina Pali and Holei Pali on the southeast flank of Kilau ea are fault 
sc arps with the outer portion of edifice moving down and out toward the 
ocean. A large earthquake in 1975 was the re ult of such a seaward move-
ment of the volcan o flank. 
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FIGURE 3- 2. Map of Ha waii showing the five major vo lcanoes that make 
up the island and historic la va flows to 1969. (After Macdonald and Abbott, 
1970.) 
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FIG URE 3- 3. Profi le of Mauna Loa as seen from th e southeast . Th e profile 
is s/1'/,Ooth and relatively flat toward the sUl1unit. Two ridges extend from th e 
summit to the northeast and southwes t along th e rift z ones. (Photograph by 
R. T. Holcomb , 1972 .) 
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FIGURE 3-4. Looking wes t toward the Mauna Loa summit on the left and 
the Mauna Kea summit on th e right; between th e two peaks is the Humuula 
addle. Hilo Bay is to the right. The more jagged ummit of Mauna Kea is 
du e to capping by later stage lava flows and py roclastic deposits. (u. S. avy 
photograph 0066, 1954.) 
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FIG UR E 3- 5. View to th e southea t acroSS Hualalai toward Mauna Loa. 
Th e steep profile and jagged summit of IIualalai contrasts with th e smooth 
profile of Mauna Loa. Th e flo ws in the foreground are frolTt Hualalai , th e 
younges t of which was empted in 1801. ( u. Tavy photograph 00 70, 
1954.) 
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FIGURE 3- 6. View of the ea ·t aero Hualalai with the sLLmmit of Mau na 
}. ea to th e left and the northeast flank of Mauna Loa to the right. ( u. s. 
Navy photograph 0058, 1954.) 
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FIG URE 3-7. Panorama of Mauna Iki, in th e Kau Desert on the sOLLthwest 
rift z one of Kilauea, as viewed from Footprint Trail. Mauna Iki is a low 
shield (Greeley, 1977), 1.5 km acrosS with slopes less than one degree. It 
form ed in late 1919 and 1920. Most of the flo ws are pahoehoe. (Photograph 
by R. Greeley. luly 19 78.) 
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FIG URE 3- 8. A 7.2 magnitude (Richter scale) earthquak e struck Hawaii 
on ovember 29, 1975, centered in th e Kalapana area on th e southeastern 
coa ·t of th e island. Th e south flank of Kilauea Volcano moved along old and 
possibly new faults , with downward and seaward displacem ents as much as 
3.5 m and more than 6 m, respec tively . This sub idence is dramatically 
illustrated here: (A ) shows th e Halape area from Puu Kapukapu prior to the 
earthquak e; (B) shows the same area after the earthquake; note palm grove 
that is now submerge d and the offshore i land that i nearly completely 
inundated. (From Tilling and others, 1976.) 
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IV. SUMMIT AREAS 
The appearance of the summits of the Hawaiian volcanoes differs dra-
m atically according to their stag of evolution. The younger volcanoes, 
repl'e ented by Kilau ea and Mauna Loa, have a summit pit , or caldera, in 
contrast to the summits of the older volcanoes, such as Mauna Kea, Hualalai , 
and Kohala, where numerous cinder and spatter cones and younger flow 
cover all trace of any caldera that may have been pre ent form erly. Eroded 
shield on older i lands reveal evidence of caldera , 0 Kilauea and Mau na 
Loa are not thou ght to be unique. Calderas in Hawaii form primarily by 
collap e, probably a a result of withdrawal of magma from below. It is not 
1 nown how early the caldera tarts to develop but it i believed to occ ur 
when a magma reservoir is contained within the edifice. The calderas are 
generally rou ghly elliptical in outline, with flat floor and st eep walls. They 
have a complex history of filling, upwelling, and collapse, som etimes around 
different centers. Th walls are fault scarp along which collap e has 
occurred. Exposed as layer in the walls and apparently cut by the wall fault 
are num erou flows which must have originated from vent at elevations 
above the pre ent caldera flo or. Collapse may stop before onset of the late 
alkalic stage, when the caldera becomes filled with flow and pyroclastic 
deposits and numerous cinder cones dot the ummit regions. 
Kilau ea caldera is approximately 4 km long and 3 km wide and ranges in 
depth from 120 m in th northwest to a few met ers at its outhern edge. 
Its rim tands clo e t o 1,130 m above the ocean flo or. In the outhwest part 
of th caldera is an 800 m diam et er pit , Halemaumau , which i at the summit 
of a small shield built within the caldera of recent la a flow. Just east of the 
main caldera is a similar but maller feature, Kilauea Iki, a little over a kilo-
meter in length and approximately 400 m wide. During its recorded history, 
Kilau ea Caldera ha undergone numerous collap e and refilling . Knowledge 
of activity in the Ninet eenth Century is sketchy. In 1823 mo t of the caldera 
was 0 cupied by a pit, th floor of which was about 200 m below the 
pres nt rim. Around the pit, at a Ie el of about 60 m below the present 
floor , wa a black ledge believed to have form ed by a then-recent collap e of 
the floor. succe sion of eruptions followed uch that by 1832 lava had 
once again reached the level of the black ledge. The central part of the 
caldera then collap ed again only to be refilled by 1840 when there was yet 
another collapse. During th next 25 years, the whole caldera rose en masse 
until the level of the floor was above the level of the form er black ledge. 
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Further collapses took place in 1865, 1886, and 1891. In 1894 ubsidence 
occurred in the Halemaum au area and the lava level withdrew and ultimat ely 
disappeared alt oge ther. There fo llowed a 13 year period of relative quies-
cence. Eru ptions resum ed in 1907 and the peri od 1907 to 1924 was one of 
alm os t co ntinu ous activity. In 1919 and 1921 Halemaum au was filled t o the 
b rim with lava and was the source of several fl ows which partially covered 
t he cald era floor. In 1924 ext remely violent phreatomagmati c eruption and 
collapse of the wall of Halemaumau followed withdrawal of magma into the 
ea t rift zo ne. After the eruptions had subsided, the pit was fo und to be over 
400 m deep with th e bottom consi t ing of fragmental debris from the wall . 
Lava soo n returned to Halemaum au and min or activity continued until 
1934 , a fter which there followed an 18 year quiet period. Activity resumed 
in 1952 and ha continu ed episodically ince that tim e. Thus, the history of 
the Kilauea Caldera is a complex succes ion of lava lake activity , relatively 
qu iet eru ptions onto th e caldera fl oo r, risings of the fl oor, violent phreat o-
magmatic eru ptions, collap es, and qui escent period. The cau es of the 
const antly changing eruptive and tec tonic activity are not k nown. 
The summit cald era of 1auna Loa, kn own as Mokuaweoweo , stands at 
4 ,000 m ab ove sea level. It is elo ngate in a northeast-southw est directio n, 
along th e line of the two mai n rift zones. To the outhwest the main caldera 
is conn ected to a maller pi t crater kn ow n a outh Pit. F urther southwest 
are two near ci r ·ular, 400 m diameter pit cra ters, Lua Holw nu and Lua Hou. 
To the north the remnants of a 2.5 km diameter pit crater, orth Pit, fo rms 
a shelf slightly above the level of the fl oo r of th e main caldera. Within No rth 
Pit is a small cr pit crater Lua Poholo. In the outhern part of Moku aweoweo, 
close to the we t wall , is a 75 m high spatter cone that form ed du ring the 
1949 erupti on. 
Altho ugh it i poo rly kno wn , l\ \oku aweoweo appear to have had as 
complex an erup tion hi t o ry a Kil auea caldera. In 1840 10ku aw oweo 
coul d be divided into three pits : a central pit approx im ately 3 km in 
diameter, and two crescentic benches to th e north and south whi h st ood 
about 60 m above the floor of th e central pit. um erous eruptions during 
the last cen tury gradually filled the cen tral pit, and in 1914 lava flo oded 
onto th e no rth bench. Th e north bench was covered completely in 1940, and 
the outhern bench in 1949. At that tim e lava which erupted within the 
caldera fl owed into outh Pit , partly filled it, overflowed its southern rim , 
and flowcd down t he ide of the mounlain. Of the 38 erupti on of MaLIn a 
Loa since 1832, listed by lacdonald and bbott (1970) , and including 
th e 1975 eruption , 22 were at the summit. 
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FIG URE 4- 1. Map of Mokuaweoweo Caldera, 
Mauna Loa, in 1841 (after Wilk es, 1845). Th e 
caldera consi ted of a central, nearly circular pit 
with benches to the north and south and two 
additional pits, orth Pit and outh Pit. Flows 
now fill the central pit and benches to a similar 
level. (A ft er learns and Macdonald 1946.) 
Hualalai is the only other volcano on Hawaii that ha erupted in historic 
tim e (l800-1801). It appears to have just entered the late stage in the 
eruptive cycle. 0 tholeiite flows have been found on the ubaerial part of 
the volcano; most are alkalic basalts with som e hawaiites. More than a 
hundred cinder and patter cone occur at the summit and along northwest-
southeast trending rift zones, so its appearance is dramatically different from 
Mauna Loa and Kilau ea. A summit caldera, if one ever exist ed, ha been 
completely buried by later depo its. The eruptions app ar to have been les 
e plosive than on Mauna Kea and Kohala, as evidenc d by the smaller cone 
and larger proportion of spatter. There have been no hi to ric eruptions at t he 
ummit ; the 1800-1801 eruption was at a 1,800 m elevation on the north-
west rift zone. 
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On J\Iauna Kea tholeiitic flows of the mam shield-building phase have 
bcen almo t completely buried by subsequ nt flow and tephra. Little trace 
of a form er ummit caldera ha been found , almost certainly becau e of the 
thick cover of late stage alkali basalt and other rocks. The cinder cones and 
flows of the ummit give Mauna I ea a significantly st eeper and more jagged 
profile than j\Jau na Loa. 
Traces of a form el: caldera occur do e to the ummit of Kohala , but it 
also has been bu ri ed by late stage lavas and pyroclastic depo it . Volcanoes 
on islands other than Hawaii are all too old to preserv their primary vol-
canic morphology. 
FIG URE 4-2. Map of Mokuaweoweo Caldera 
after th e 1949 eruption. Lua Poholo , East Pit, 
and Lua Hohonu are pit craters that form ed 
since 1841. (Aft er teams and Macdonald. 
1946 , and S tearns , 1966.) 
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FIGURE 4-3. Summit of Mauna Loa. orth Pit with its smaller pit crater, 
Lua Pahala , stands at a slightly higher level than th e main caldera, Nlokua-
weoweo. To the south, th e main caldera intersects outh Pit , which was 
fi lled to ave /f lowing by the 1949 eruption. One da rk 1949 fZow is visib le 
ex tending f rom the outh rim down the mountain Lo Lhe southeast. Two 
other pit craters, Lua Rohonu and Lua Rou and numerou spatter cones 
occur on th e rift zo ne south west of th e I1win caldera. A t its widest, the 
caldera is 2.7 km across. (iVA -A m es, U-2 high- altitLLde photograph, 
October, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 4-4. Oblique aerial mew to the north, across South Pit and 
Mokuaweoweo. Th e 1949 flow with its central channel is visible in the 
foreground. Just beyond South Pit, within the main caldera, is th e 1940 
cone. The gentle profile of the summit is broken only by a f ew lo w spatter 
cones. ( u. S. A ir Force photograph, 1966.) 
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FIG URE 4- 5. Looking northwest across the center of Mokuaw eoweo. 
Hualalai is in the middle background, Haleakala is in th e far backgroLtnd. 
Part of the w est wall of Mokuaw eoweo at the intersec tion of the form er 
central pit and northern bench ha collapsed along arcuate faults . (u. s. 
avy, photograph 0071 , 1954.) 
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PIC URE 4 - 6. Vi ew of the west wall of Mokuaw eoweo, similar to Figure 
4 - 5, but I1w re detailed. Layering caus ed by truncated flows is clearly visible 
in the wall. j ote also slump blocks of the wall to th e right. (Photograph by 
R. Greeley, 1969.) 
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FIG URE 4-7. Mokuaweoweo , orth Pit, and th e smaller 350 m diameter 
pit crater, Lua Poholo ; orth Pit is irregularly shaped and only incompletely 
encircled by fault scarps. It has been partly buried to the west by 1940 lavas. 
(Photograph by Towill Corp., Honolulu, fram e 6682-11 , 1975.) 
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FIG URE 4- 8. Wes t wall of Mokuaw eoweo, showing trun cation of lava 
flo ws by the caldera walls. Many flows originate from vent at elevations 
above the present caldera floor. Oth ers, at the center and bottom right , 
originate from fissures on the rim. (Photograph by To w ill Corp ., Honolulu, 
fram e 66 79-5, 1975.) 
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FIG URE 4-9. View of th e west wall and floo r of Mokuaw eoweo, just to 
the south of the previou figLu e. A n arcuate fissu re which intersec ts th e wall 
is vi ib le on both figures . The cinder and spatter cone on th e floor is f rom 
the 1940 eruption. (D epartment of Def ense photograph, fram e M-65, 
1942.) 
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FI GURE 4 - 10. Sk etch map of Kilauea caldera and its immediate environs. 
(A ft er St earns and Macdo nald, 1946.) 
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FIG URE 4- 11. Aerial VL ew oj ]i ilauea caldera. Th e 1 km diameter pit, 
Halemaumau, in the southwes t part of the cald era is appro x imately 120 m 
deep. Th e dark flow s to the northwest were erupted in 1954. Th e dark f lows 
to th e south we t are from 1971 , as are some in the southeast part of the 
caldera. (Photograph by Towill Co rp ., Honolulu, fram es 5720-3 , 5720-4, 
1974.) 
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FIG URE 4-12. Oblique View of Kilaeua Caldera from the south with 
Mauna B ea in the background. Th e 1954 flows are clearly visible on the 
caldera/loor. ( u. S. avy, photograph 0011 , 1954.) 
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FIG URE 4-13. Oblique Vlew of Halemaumau pit crater. Steam is con-
tinually emitted from vents within th e crater, resulting in th e formation of 
solfataric deposits. Th e fissures in th e foreground are part of the southwest 
rift zone, which subsequently gave rise to th e 1971 flows visible in Figure 
4- 11. ( u. S. A ir Force photograph, 1966.) 
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FIGURE 4-14. Aerial mew of th e summit of Hualalai. Th e summit lS 
marked by numerous cinder and spatte r cones and presents a marked con-
trast to the summits of Mauna Loa and Kilauea. Th e central co ne is 
app roximately 500 meters across and stands at 2,500 m eters above sea leve l. 
Th e cinder co nes extend to the northwest and southeast along rift zo nes and 
tend to be smaller and have large r proportions of spatter than those on 
Mauna Kea, sugges ting less explosive activity. (Department of Agriculture, 
photograph EKL-5CC-99, 1964.) 
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FIGURE 4- 15. Obliqtte aerial view of th e summit of Hualalai from the 
northwest, showing cinder co nes at the summit and the upper part of the 
northwe t rift zo ne. Mauna Loa i in the right background. Co mpare with 
Figures 5- 20 and 5- 21. ( u. S. Navy, photograph 0155, 1954.) 
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FIG URE 4- 16. /ligh altilude verlical view of th e Sltmmil of Mauna Kea, 
showing numerous cinder co nes lypical of late slage Ha waiian shield vol-
canoes which ge nerally p roduce more viscous lava (conlrasl with Figure 
4 - 3, showing Sltmmil of Mauna Loa). (NASA-Ames, U-2 photograph, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 4- 17. Ve rtical Vlew of northeast flank of Mauna Kea. Th e 
summit is off th e picture to th e bottom left. Flows characLeristically fan 
downslop e from the cinder cones, which themselves tend Lo be elongate in 
th e downslop e direc tion. (Department of Agriculture, photograph 
EKL-14CC-I05, 1965.) 
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FIGURE 4- 18. View northeaslward across lhe cinder cones at the uml1til 
of Mauna Kea. Goodrich Cone is in lh e middle of lhe piclure. SLLmmit Cone, 
with lh e aslronolnical observatories of the University of Hawaii, is in th e 
backgroLLnd . Th e lake in the foreground i within Puu Waiau, a cone which is 
predominantly hy aloclaslite. form ed from a subglacial eruplion. (Photograph 
by Agalin T. Abbott.) 
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FIG URE /.- 19. \/osaic 0/ the summit 0/ Haleakala , MauL Th e summit 
dep ression is ge nerally co nsidered to be no t a true vo lcanic crat er but water-
eroded. Deep valleys. cut into th e volcano to th e north and south, were later 
fill ed with lava. Th ey now form th e Koolau gap to th e north and th e F aupo 
gap to th e south. A line of cinder cone traces the rift zones across th e crat er. 
( u. S. Department o/Agriculture, oil Co nservation Se rvice Mosaic.) 
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FIG URE 4- 20 . Detail of th e inter ec tion of th e south west rift z one of 
Haleakala, Maui, with the summit crater. A lthough the south fZank of the 
volcano is eroded by numerOLtS gullies, several lava channel are still vis ible 
on lop of ridges. Cinder cones ocw r along the rift zone and thick beds of 
vitric ash are common. Flo ws on the lower slopes are primarily hawaiites 
with lesser amounts of olivine ba all and ankaramite . ( u. . Department of 
Agriculture, photograph E I< 1 -3CC-2 1, 1965.) 
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FIGURE 4- 21. View of th e caldera wall at Haleakala Volcano, showing 
near ve rtical dikes (arrows) exposed by diffe rential erosion. (Photograph by 
R. Greeley, 1977.) 
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V. RIFT ZONES 
10st of an Hawaiian shield volcano is built during the early , very active, 
tholeiitic stage. The hape of the shields and the history of recent activity on 
Kilauea and Mauna Loa suggests that most of the flows that comprise the 
shields are rupted from radial rifts rather than central vent. The rift zones 
of Kilau ea and Mauna Loa lie along the crests of massive, gently sloping 
ridges. Along the length of the rift zones are numerous spatter cones, spatter 
ramparts , fissures, and collap e pits ; flows from the vents along a rift zone 
diverge downslope to form a feath er-like configuration . Su ccessive rift 
eru ptions have built the ridge and result in the markedly elongate shape of 
each volcano. Volcanic activity may also be concentrated along rift zones 
even after the main shield -building phase . Although this is not obvious on 
Mauna Kea, the linear arrangement of cinder cones on Hualalai , Kohala , 
and Haleakala is very striking. 
Expo ed sections through rift zone on older diss cted volcanoes on Oahu 
and Lanai suggest that dense swarms of nearly vertical dike occupy the rift 
zones. This interpretation is reinforced by geophysical observations. 
Anomalously high seismic velocities have been observed beneath the rift 
zones of Mauna Loa and Kilau ea and gravity highs radiate outward from 
each of the five volcanoes of the island of Hawaii in po ition that approxi-
mate the rift zones as defined by the surface geology . 
The orientation of the rift zones app ears to be controlled largely by local 
gravitational stresse within the volcanic edific rather than by regional 
tresse (Fiske and Jackson, 1972) . In the case wher a volcano grows 
imm ediately adjacent to an old r volcano , one flank i buttressed by the pre-
existing \1olcano while th e other flank faces the ocean and is unsupported. 
The orientation of the rift zone is generally in such a direction as to permit 
accom modation to magma injec ted into the edifice by outward movement of 
the un upp orted seaward - facing flank. As discussed above, injection of 
magma into the east and southwest rif t zones of Kilauea causes an outward 
movcment of the south flank toward the ocean. In the case of a free-standing 
volcano, one which does no t ab ut against ano ther, such as Kauai , growtll 
appear t o be nearly symm etrical with no strongly preferred rift zone. 
Geodetic, geologic, and geophy ical data indicate that in Kilauea and 
Mau na Loa magma rises from the mantle throu gh a nearly vertical conduit 
to a holding reservoir beneath the summit caldera. The reservoir is probably 
an intricate array of interconnected dikes, sills, and irregular chambers that 
swell as they fill , cau ing mea urable tum escence at the surface. With con-
tinu ed magma supply, the strength of the reservoir rock is exceeded and 
magma is 'leaked' from the ystem, resulting in a shallow intru ion or an 
eruption. 
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Tearl y all intrusions and erupti on occur either in the summit area or 
along the rift zones. Summit eruptions are accompanied by shallow earth-
quakes as magma works its way to th e surface, and the overall ummit area 
ma y undergo ne t e pansion. During rift eruption , the summit area ub ides, 
apparently because magma migrates ou tward from the central re e rvoir into 
a rift zone. The pattern of eismic activity along the rift zon is very 
irregular. During om e Kilau ea eas t rift eru ption, few earthqual es occ ur 
between th e reservoir and the eruption area, sugge tin g a relatively 
unobstru c ted interco nn ecting conduit , wherea in other eruption , there is a 
sizeable increase in sei mic activity. In nearly all cases, however, num erou s 
earthquakes 0 ·cur in the imm ediate vicinity of the eruption as magma work 
its way to thc urface. Forceful intrusion of magma into the rift zone pro-
du ces con iderable dilatio n which results in cracks and fissures at the surface. 
Th e nel effec t of repeated intrusions into the rift zones of Kilau ea has bee n 
a southward movemenl of the south flank of th e volcano. The edifice thu 
grows not onl y by accumulation of surface flow but. al 0 by ground 
deformation that results from intrusions. 
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FI G RE 5-1. Map showing rift zone and 
major fau lts in the Island of Hawaii. (From 
Macdonald and A bbott , 1970.) 
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FIGURE 5-2. Schel11atic cro section through 
Kilauea Volcano. (a) Summit area during a 
pe riod of inflation. Lava is transported from 
deep within th e mantle to a holding reservoir 
2-5 km, below the sum,mil. (b) Suml1til and rift 
du ring a period of injection and emption. Lava 
removed f rom the rift ::one during a flank 
eruption LS replace d b'y new m,agma from 
beneath the summil. Magma ma'y be sto red in 
lhe rift ::;one fo r months or 'years before being 
empted . (Afte r Fiske and Jackson, 1972.) 
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FIG URE 5- 3. Int ersec tion of the north west rift z one of Mauna Loa with 
the north pit of Mokuaw eoweo at th e volcano summit. Seve ral cracks trend 
northeast-soLLthwest along the rift zone. At right angles is another crack 
which has bee n th e source of many of th e flo ws in th e upper left of the 
picture. Th e small pit crater at the center is Lua Ioana; th e large cinder cone 
on th e right is PohakLL Hanalei. (Photography by Towill Co rp. , Honolulu, 
fram e 6682-9, 1975.) 
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FIG URE 5-4. Map of the summit and southwest rift zone of Mauna Loa, 
showing the location of the rift z one and some of the historic flo ws. (From 
Macdonald and A bbott, 1970,) 
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FIG URE 5-5. Th e southwest rift z one of Mauna Loa at th e 11 ,000 ft 
leve l. Th e spatt er cone at the bollom of the picture i Sulfur Cone. Just west 
of Sulfur Cone is a northeast-southwest trending crack that extends across 
th e entire scene. Farther to the northwest are spatter ramparts aligned along 
the rift. Many of the flows are f rom th e 1950 eruption . (Photograph by 
To will Co rp. , Hon olulu, fram e 6681 -1, 19 75.) 
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FIG URE 5- 6. Th e outhwest rift zone of Mauna Loa just below the area 
shown in the previous figure. Th e dark flows which diverge to the southwest 
on either side of th e rift zone are 1950 flows. Several lava channels appear to 
start at spatte r co nes along th e rift . A sinuous line of pits in the lower left 
quadrant is probably a partly collapsed lava tub e. (U. S. Department of 
Agriculture, photograph E~ L-7CC-223, 1965.) 
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FIC CR.E 5- 7. 'oLLth west rift ::;on e of1lou na Loa at the 8 ,000 ft level. Th e 
circular con e and la va challnel. JLL st abo ve th e center of th e picture. is th e 
. Ilika Con e. \orthwes t of th e con e. a lin e of depressions marks the course of 
Ih e lavlI tube. which forms th e Lmi Ca vern s. Th e dark flow with prominent 
la va channel in th e right of th e picture is ji'o/1/ th e [950 eruption. Th e dark er 
flow and lin e of spaLl er cones in th e bollom of the pic tLLre are mostly from 
J 926. Th e p ows and line of spoiler (" oll es in th e left side of th e picture are 
mostly frol1l eruptioll s ill 1919 and 1950. ( (I. S. Departm ent of Agriculture. 
photograph H KL-2CC-J89. J 96·1 ..) 
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FIG URE 5- 8. Oblique mew of part of the area shown in previous figure, 
looking up the rift zone. In th e fo reground braided channels in pahoehoe 
originate at a series of spatter cones along the rift zone. A t th e upper right a 
partly collapsed lava tube extends southeast from a large cinder-spatter cone. 
(Photograph by R. Greeley, 1969.) 
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FIG URE 5- 9. Oblique ULew of area ill. th e previous picture. showing more 
clearly the collapsed lava tub e. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1969.) 
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FI GURE 5-10. Sketch map oj Kilauea volcano, showing th e location of 
prominent pit crate rs, cones and fault . (From Ha waiian Vo lcano Observato ry 
Staff, 1974 .) 
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FIG UR E 5- 11. Faults in the [(oae fault sys tem south of [; ilauea Caldera, 
along th e wes t extension of th e east rift zone. Th e rift z one in this area turns 
northwes t and is marked by a line of pit craters. Th e irregularly shaped pit 
crater is Pauahi. 
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FIGURE 5- 12. Scene just ea t of th e previous figure, showing Mauna Ulu 
eruptions along fi ss ures similar to those in the previous figu re. Th e main 
Mauna Ulu vent (A ), with its northeas t trench, is at the right margin, just 
so tLth of th e cone Puu Hultdwlu (B). Prominent flo ws in lower center we re 
formed on May 24, 1969. Compare with the figu res of Chapter 12. (Photo-
graph by Towill Co rp., Hon olulu, f rame 5812-11, 1972.) 
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FI GURE 5-13. Line of spatter cones along fi ure fo r 1955 emption. 
Kilauea lower eas t rift :.:one . The fo res t downslope has been partially 
dest royed by th e flolVs. (u. S. A ir Force photograph , 1966.) 
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FIGURE 5- 14. Spatter and cinder cones at some of th e 1955 vents on 
Kilau ea lo wer east rift z on e. Th e area covered by previoLLs figure is in the 
background. ( u. S. A ir Force photograph, 1966.) 
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FIG URE 5- 15. Intersec tion of th e Kilauea southwest rift zone with 
Kilauea Caldera. Th e caldera margin is on th e right. Subparallel fissures , 
small cracks, and grab en extend southwest along th e rift z one. ( u. S. 
Departm ent of Agriculture, photograph EKL- CC-9, 1965.) 
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FIGURE 5- 16. Same fi eld of view as previous picture, showing lava flo ws 
empted September 24, 1971. ome new crack developed and some pre-
existing cracks widened during the eruption and we re partly filled with lava. 
(Photograph by Towill Corp. , Honolulu, fram e 5816-8, 1972 .) 
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FI GURE 5- 1 7. Flows in the region oj Mauna Iki on th e fi ilauea outh west 
rift z one. Th e summit pit of Mauna Iki is in th e lower left. Dark 1971 flo ws 
are superimposed on som ewhat lighter 1919-1920 flo ws. (Photograph by 
Towill Co rp. , Hon olulu, f rame 5720- 11.) 
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FIG URE 5- 18. Looking up th e Kilauea southwest rift. Th e flo ws in the 
background are 1919-1920 flows from Mauna Iki. Scene is the upper half of 
Figure 5-17. (Photowaph by R. Greeley, 1970.) 
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FIG URE 5- 19. Map of Hualalai, showing the 
flows of 1800-1801 , the trachy te pumice co ne 
of Puu Waa.wa.a,and the trachy te flo w f rom the 
cone. (From Macdonald and A bbott, 19 70 .) 
FIG URE 5-20. Aerial VLew of Hualalai, 
showing the numerou' small cinde r and spatter 
cones aligned along the southeast and northwes t 
rift z ones . Compare wi th th e preViOtLS figure for 
scale. ( u. . Department of Agriculture, So il 
Co nservaiion ervice Mosaic.) 
- -- - - - - ---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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VI. PIT CRATERS 
Pit crater are similar in hape and perhaps in origin to calderas. They are 
generally subcircular in outline, but may be multiple, form ed by the inter-
section of two or m ore near circular pits. The larger one commonly have a 
level floor of yo unger lava flow or a ponded lava. The craters have no rim 
depo it indicative of throw-out of material during crater formation; rather 
the dep re sions appear to form com pletely by collapse. Pit craters are par-
ticularly common along the upper sections of the east rift zone of Kilau ea. 
Two prominent pit craters in this area, Aloi and Alae, were buried by flows 
from the Mauna Vlu eruption between 1969 and 1971. 
The origin of pit craters i not clearly understood , but they are believed 
to form by a combination of magma toping and withdrawal. Magma in the 
rift zone probably works its way toward the surface as blocks of the country 
rock sink into a shallow magma reservoir. Magma is then drained away, 
pos ibly as a result of an eruption lower down the rift zone, to leave an 
unsupported chamber which collap es, forming a depression at the surface. 
The depre ion may later, or simultaneously, be partiy filled with lava to 
form a flat floor. Macdonald (1972) gives an account of the formation of an 
8 m diameter crater during the 1955 eruptions on the Kilauea east rift zone. 
A harp explosion was heard from the area of a vent. The explosion was 
followed by the appearance of a black cloud and several maller explosions. 
Within a few minutes, the new pit, which had appeared almost in tantane-
ously, was observed from the air. It appeared to be 20- 30 meters deep with 
an incandescent floor. Observer on the ground found no rocks on the rim , 
only a thin layer of black glas y ash. The rocks that form erly occupied the 
site of the crater clearly had not been thrown out but had collapsed into the 
hole. 
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FIG URE 6- 1. J; ilauea Iki. This craLer is 1A km long, 0.6 km across , and 
appro x imaLely 80 m deep. A t th e left of the picture is th e easL wall of the 
main depression of Kilauea Caldera. On the south wall of J; ilauea Iki is the 
cinder cone Puu Puai. To the southwe t of PULL Puai, th e forest was largely 
destroyed by a thick blanket of tephra during th e 1959 eruption. This 
eruption , which lasted from mid- ovember to mid-Dece mber, produced th e 
highest fountain s (580 m) recorded at Kilauea. (Photograph by Towill Corp. , 
Honolulu , fram e 5722-4, 1972.) 
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FIG RE 6-2. Hiiaka Crater. This 350 m diameter, 90 m deep crater is 
situated 5 km south east of Kilauea Caldera on th e east rift z one. Th e picture 
was taken after th e eruption of May 1973 and shows a flat -surfaced lava 
pond, ringed by a lava-subsidence terrace. The top of the terrace marks 
th e highest stand of the lava during th e eruption. For th e lo cation of pit 
craters along the upper rift z one of Kilauea, see Figure 4- 10. (Photograph 
by R. T. Holcomb, May 6, 1973.) 
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FIG URE 6-3. Aerial photograph of Pauahi, taken during the May 5, 19 73 
eruption. Pauahi is a multiple pit 600 m long and 350 m wide, situated 6 km 
southeast of Kilauea Crater. Th e May 5, 1973 eruption filled the deep east 
pit almost to the top of the septum, then subsided to leave a lava terrace 
which is just vis ible through th e steam over th e pit. (Photograph by R. T. 
Holcomb, May 1973.) 
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FICURE 6-4. . View wes tward across Pauahi during th e Nove mber 1973 
eruption . ew lava now stands in th e east pit (foreground) with ring indi-
cating the maximum height of th e lava. (Photograph by R. T. Holcomb, 
Nove mber 12, 1973.) 
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FIG URE 6- 5. View eastward across Patwhi. Continued eruption Ln th e 
west half has built a low lava shield . A small crater at th e summit of the 
shield contains a pond of molten lava. A small amount of lava has flow ed 
acroSs the septum into th e eastern pit. (Ph otograph by R. T. Holcomb, 
December 5, 19 73 .) 
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FIG URE 6- 6. Pit craters along Chain of Craters Road in the Kilauea east 
rift z one prior to the emption of !fauna Ulu. From th e left the three crater 
are A loi, A lae, and Makaopuhi. Just north ofAloi is a prehistoric spatter and 
lava cone with summit crater, Puu I-luluhulu (A ). Th e lava pond in th e east 
pit of A lae Cra ter was fo rmed in 1963. The general appearance of lhis region 
has changed drastically as a result of the Mauna Ulu emption between 1969 
and 1974. Th e sununit of th e Mauna iu shield is now halfway between A loi 
and A lae, both of which have bee n fill ed by Mauna .. lu lavas. Th e west pit of 
Makaopuhi has also been fi lled. (. . Department of griwiture, photo-
graph EK6-12CC- 174 , 196 5.) 
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FIG URE 6- 7. View from above the east end of Makaopuhi Crater (fore-
ground), westward across the site of th e subsequent Mauna Ulu eruptions . 
A lae Crater is in the near background and A loi Crater is in the far back-
ground. Th e weste rn pit of Makaopuhi Crater is partly fill ed with lava from 
th e Ma rch 1965 eruption. A dark ring indicates the highest level of the 1965 
lavas. Thin f lows f rom th e same eruption also cover part of a p rehisto ric lava 
lake in the east pit. A t this time the interior of the prehistoric lava lake was 
exposed in sections in lh e cliff separating th e two pits. Subsequent Mauna 
Ulu eruptions between 1969 and 1974 flowed into the Makaopuh i west pit, 
filling it to the level of the east pit. A loi and A lae Crate rs in the background 
were co mpletely buried. (u. S. A ir Force photograph, 1966.) 
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FIG URE 6- 8. Makaopuhi Crater. Flows f rom Mauna Ulu have flowed into 
the west pit of Makaopuhi . Th e west pit was not completely f illed until 
1973. Chain of Crater Road (lower light), south and west of Makaopuhi, has 
been almos t completely buried. (Photograph by Towill Co rp. , Honolulu, 
f rame 5740-3 , 1972.) 
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FIG URE 6- 9. Makaopuhi Crater is seen here at the bottom left and the 
west edge of apau Crater on th e right margin. Flo ws from Mauna Ulu (to 
th e left , of! the picture) have reached as fa r as apatL and flow ed onto the 
crate r floor but most of the floor is covered by an Octob er 1968 f low. 
(Photograph by Towill Co rp., Honolulu, f rame 5810-10, 1972.) 
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FIG URE 6- 10. apau Crale r, 3 km east of Makaopuhi on the Kilauea east 
rift zone. Th e crater is 800 macros and approximately 60 m deep. It is 
l ransec ted by faults and fi sures of the rift z one, along which are numerous 
elongate spatter cones . Th e defo rested areas east of the crater are mainly 
Ma rch 1965 and October 1968 flows ; those west of the crater are mainly 
October 1968 and Februaty 1969 flows , except for the da rkes t flow (aa) , 
which is a later flow from Mauna Ulu. (Photograph by To will Co rp. , 
Hono lu lu, fram e 5811-10 , 1972.) 
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FIG URE 6- 11 . Low altitude oblique aerial photograph of the northeast 
part of Napau Crate r, showing a perched lava pond fo rmed in October 1968, 
surrounded by other flows of the same eruption. (Photograph by Mike 
Lo vas, 1970.) 
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FIG URE 6- 12. Pit craters at the summit of MaLLna Loa. Th e 400 m pit 
crater LLw Hou is to the south, Lua Hohonu to the north. The South Pit of 
Mokuaweoweo is just off th e picture to th e top (s ee Figure 4- 1 and 4-3). 
Mokuaweoweo was first mapped in 184 1 by Lt. Charles Wilkes, but Lua 
Hohonu do es not appear on his map and may have form ed since that time. 
Tumerous spatter cones and ramparts can be seen north of the two craters. 
(Photograph by Towill Co rp. , Honolulu, fram e 6681-5, 1972.) 
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FIG URE 6- 13. Ve rtical view of three pit crater near the Kakuku fault 
(s ee Figure 5- 1). From bottom to top, the crate rs are Lua Pauli, Lua Poai, 
and Lua PalalatLlwla. Th e craters are on th e low er flanks of Mauna Loa, 15 
km north of South Point . Th e fresh flow at th e base of the scarp is th e 1858 
flow from Mauna Loa. ( u. S. Department of Agriculture, photograph 
EKL- 14CC-25, 1965.) 
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VII. CINDER, SPATTER, ANI) LITTORAL CONES 
Although the general form of Hawaiian volcanoes is a gently sloping 
hield , comprised mostly of lava flows, small cones are common around 
vents both at the summit and on the flanks of a shield. The type of cone 
depends on the viscosity of the lava, its volatile content, the eruption rate, 
the prevailing wind, and probably several other factors. When activity is 
explo ive, generally as a result of the high volatile content and high viscosity 
of the lava, large amounts of tephra - ash and cinders - are produced and a 
cinder cone form around the vent. During other eruption magma may 
quietly upwell in the vent region and be distributed to the lower flanks of 
the volcano by lava tube or as fluid flows and no cone forms at the vent. If 
fountaining occurs, then spatter cone or spatter ram parts, consisting of 
partly welded closts of lava, usually form. Cinder cones and spatter cones 
grade into one another as the proportion of the two constitu ents, spatter 
and scoria, changes. 
Mo t cinder cones are near circular in plan , although an asymmetry may 
be imposed by the slope of the ground, as is the case for many of the cinder 
cones on Mauna Kea, by the prevailing wind, by the inclination of the explo-
sive jets, or by the eruption of lava flows during cone construction. Most 
cones have a fairly uniform ize of fragm ents and generally are in the 0.5 to 
10 em size range, although occa ionallarge bombs may be found. The debris 
is usually close to the angle of repose. Lava flows may emerge from the ba e 
of the cone and partially undermine one ide. During voluminous eruptions, 
a flank flow may carry away ub tantial fraction of the cone and breach one 
side. Most breached cones form , however, when lava, erupted while the cone 
is being built, prevents accumulation of tephra on one side. 
On the island of Hawaii, cinder cones are particularly common on the 
three older volcanoes of Hu alalai, Mau na Kea, and I ohala. Those on Hualalai 
tend to be smaller than tho e on Kohala and Mauna Kea, po sibly indicating 
eruptions of shorter duration. They also include more patter, sugge ting 
that activity wa less explo ive. This may re ult from compo itional differ-
ences. The Hualalai cone are predominantly alkalic olivine basalt , wherea 
those on Mauna Kea and Kohala are mainly hawaiite and mugearite. Cinder 
cones are much less comm on on Mauna Loa and Kilauea. Where present, 
such as in th Kau Desert, along the outhwest rift zone of Kilau ea, they are 
quite small and contain significant proportions of spatter. 
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Fountaining, uch as com monly occurs during eruptions on Mauna Loa 
and Kilau ea, generall y result in formation of spatter co nes and ram parts 
around the vent. The spatter co nes may be built up rapidly as large clots of 
lava fallon onc another around the vent. Accumulation may be so rapid that 
the clots mcrge to form rootle s flows that dribble down the side of the 
rapidly gro wing co nc. In fact, during periods of vigo rous fountaining, such a 
during 1969 al Mauna Ulu, all lava flows were initially fed by fallback from 
fountains and hence are rootless flows in the stricte t en e. A the spatter 
co ngeals, it weld to adjacent clot to form a solid structure quite unlike the 
loosely aggregated cindcr co ne. As a co nsequ ence, slopes may be substan-
tially steeper than the angle of repose. U ually, however, the history of a 
larger cone is quite co mplex. Scoria and spatter may be complexly inter-
bedded and frequ cntly parts of the co ne may collapse into the vent and be 
rebuilt repcat culy . patter and cinder cone may thus form a continuous 
equ ence. 
Spatter co nes and ram parts are particularly comm on on the rift zones of 
Mauna Loa and on the lower east rift of Kilau ea. Chapter 5 include several 
pictures of the outhwest rift of Mauna Loa which show num erou patter 
ramparts, elongat along the direction of the rift. Many are breached by lava 
channels. Ci rcular co ne are common but less num erous. Most are relatively 
small in size, with rim s no more than a few t ens of meters acro s, as com-
pared with the Mauna Kea cinder co nes which are mostly several hundred 
metcrs across. 
Cones may al 0 form where a lava flow enters the ocean , or any other 
body of water. The f ragmental debris form ed by the explosive interactio n 
of lava and water builds a " littoral cone" which, unlik e the other discussed, 
is roo tless. 
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FIG URE 7- 1. Cinder cones at the 2,400 m (8 ,000 ft) level on the south-
ern flank of Mauna Kea. Th e welljormed cone in the middle right of th e 
picture is 500 m across at its base. Th e Mauna Kea-I-Iumuula trail cuts acros 
the cone Puu Kaleapeamoa in th e top right. ( u. S. Department of Agri-
culture, photograph EKL-IOCC-67, 1965.) 
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FIG URE 7-2. Cinder cones just south of the Humuula Saddle Road. Th e 
main cone, Puu Ka Pele, i appro x imately 550 m across and 1 00 m high. Th e 
cinder co nes, w hich form ed during lat e stage activity of Mauna fi ea, have 
been partly buried by Mauna Loa flo ws. (u. . Department of Agriculture, 
photograph EKL-7CC-245, 1965.) 
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FIG URE 7- 3. Oblique aerial view westward across th e summit of Mauna 
Kea. Th e cinder Cone in the foreground, Puu Makanaka, is approximately 
200 m high and has a central crater 400 m across. Lava flows em erge from 
the base of the cone in th e left middle ground and form a fan below the 
cone. Similar flow fan s occur below th e other cones but are not visible in 
this picture. (Photograph by A . T. A bbott, Unive rsity of Hawaii.) 
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FIG URE 7-4. View looking southwes t oj the spatter cone PuuPuai at th e 
west end oj Kilauea Iki. Th e cone was form ed during th e 1959 eruption 
which produced fountain s up to 580 m high. Th e fOLmtains ge nerated large 
volumes of ash, pumice, and reticulite, most oj which wa carried southwes t 
by th e trade winds, des troy ing th e adjacent fores t and forming the asym-
m etric co ne. Th e whit e line on the east side of th e destroyed area i the 
Deva tation Trail. Th e flo or of f; ilauea Caldera is in the upper part of th e 
picture. ( u. S. A ir Force photograph, 1966.) 
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FI GUR E 7- 5. Spatter and cinder co nes at the vents of some of the 1955 
lava fl ows on th e lower east rift zone of Kilauea. ee Figure 5- 15 fo r 
another view. ( u. S. A ir Force photograph, 1966.) 
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FIG URE 7-6. Th e B amakaia Hills on th e southwest rift z one of Kilauea. 
Th e two prominent circular cones are fi amakaiawaena to the sotLthwest and 
Kamakaiauka to the northeast. Each is appro ximately 50 m high. Th e dark 
flo w in the northwest wa erupted in December, 1974. (Photograph by 
Towill Corp. , Honolulu, fram e 6536-2, 1975.) 
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FIGURE 7- 7. Oblique aerial view of Kamakaiauka cinder cone and lava 
flows in the Kau Dese rt. Compare with previous figure. (Photograph by R. 
Greeley, 1970.) 
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FiGURE 7- 8. Low altitttde ae rial VLew of cinder cone m Kau De ert, 
showing small lava flo w that isStLed from fissure on th e flank (right side) of 
co ne. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1969.) 
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FiG RE 7- 9. Detail f rom the northwest quadrant of Figure 5-6. Cinder 
and spatl. er ramparts at the 3,2 00 m (10 ,500 ft ) elevation on the southwes t 
rift z one of Mauna Loa. Th e elongat e cones and ramparts are ty pical of the 
Mauna Loa rift z ones. Co nt/nonly the downslop e flank is breached by flows , 
some of which have prolninent channels. ( u. S. Department of Def ense, 
photograph 19 V V, M-165, 1 ovemb er, 1947.) 
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FIG URE 7- 10. Ob lique view to the northeast of cinder and spatter cones 
at th e 2,400 m (8 ,000 ft ) level on th e Mauna Loa southwest rift zone. Th e 
most distant cone is A lika Cone, which can also be seen in the center of 
Figure 5-7. Most of the co nes are breached and probably accumulated 
for the most part while th e lava channels in th e fo reground were active. 
(Photograph by R. Greeley, 1970.) 
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FIG URE 7- 11 . View southward of Puu WaaWaa, a trachy te pumice cone 
on the north flank of Hualalai volcano (s ee map, Figure 5- 19). (Photograph 
by R. Greeley, 1974.) 
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FIGURE 7- 12. Low altitude oblique aerial mew, lo oking north of two 
small cones form ed in 1950 on th e floor of Mokuaw eoweo Caldera. Th ese 
cones are built of both spatter and lava flow s. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 
19 70.) 
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FIG URE 7- 13. Low altitude oblique aerial photograph of cinder and 
spatter cones form ed in 1960 on the east rift z one of)j ilauea. Note that the 
far end of the cone has bee n breached, giving rise to a channel f ed aa flow. 
(Photograph by R . Greeley, 1969.) 
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FIG URE 7- 14. Th e littoral cone, Puu Hou, which form ed when the 1868 
lava flo ws from Mauna Loa entered the ocean. Th e flow forms the dark 
surface within and around th e cone. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1974 .) 
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VIII. LAVA FLOW FIELDS 
Hawaiian shield volcanoes re ult from the acc umulation of thousands of 
individual flows. To a large extent the morphology of the hields results 
from that of the individual -flow . Thus, it i important to understand the 
variety of lava flows and the factor that control their form. Hawaiian lava 
flows are treated in this and the next two chapter; thi chapter deals with 
lava -flow fields on a cale that can be observed from aerial views; Chapter 9 
deal with the individual components of lava flow and includes features 
uch as lava tubes, flow channels, and pre sure ridges. Chapter 10 deals with 
fine scale features, primarily related to flow features. 
The general morphology and properties of ba altic lava flows depend on 
man y factors, including the fluidity of the lava, the characteristic of the 
vent, the rate and duration of efflJ ion, and the preflow topography. Becau se 
lava is a mixture of liquid , crystals, and ga , its viscou behavior is extremely 
complicated (Shaw and other , 1968). In general the higher the temperature, 
th more fluid is the lava. A high volatile content increa e th -fluidity so long 
as the volatiles remain in 01u tion in the magma. As soon a the volatiles 
begin to exsolve, a frothy vesicular mass t end to form , making the fluid 
mor viscous. Crystals make the lava more viscous. Composition i another 
fac tor that can affect the lava fluidity. The fluidity, for example, i generally 
greater when the ilica ontent i low. However, during th rapid shield 
building phase, the lava have a narrow compo itional range, so compo i-
tional effects tend to be econdary. Temperature i clearly th e most 
im portant factor affecting fluidity since it control the vi cosity of the 
liq uid , th degree of ou tgassing, and the proportion of crystal present. 
Although the relation between t emperature and the fluidity of basaltic lavas 
is poorly understood, most tholeiitic lavas ar fluid at temperatu l:es above 
about 107SoC and becom e very vi cou below that t emperature. 
Lava appear to b have a a Bingham body; it i e entially rigid until a 
critical yield stre s is r ached, beyond which it flows. This property has been 
u ed to estimate the yield str ngth of a lava from the height of a flow front , 
since the higher the flow front , the higher the effective yield strength. 
Unfo rtunately, yield strength cannot be simply related to other factor , such 
a compo ition or volatile content. Indeed, becau e of a partial dependence 
on the applied stre ,the yield strength probably changes with the slope of 
the ground . Thi may also be tru e of the effective viscosity. The flow prop-
erties of lava are thus extremely complex. 
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Oth cr param e ters thal affect lava flow are the size, hape, and arrange-
ment of vent from which the lava is erupted. As shown in Chapter 5 , vent 
in Hawaii are typically associated with rift-zon e fissures from which lava may 
be erupted a a co ntinuou stream. Eruptions may also be erupted from 
point-source vent which either mayor may not be related to rift zones. 
Fissurc vcnt can produ ce va t heet of lava that spread out laterally as 
essentially a continuous and relatively homogeneous unit ; fi ure eruption 
are usually of hort duration. Lava flow eru pted from point ource are 
typically morc prolonged in duration and commonly lead t o more omple 
typcs of lava flow , fed throu gh network of lava tubes and lava channel . 
Theoretical studi e by Shaw and Swanson (1970) and an ob ervatio nal rudy 
by Walker (1973) have hown that the rate of effusion is important in 
governing the morphology of lava flows, particularly their length. High rate 
of effu sion gcnerall y produ ce long lava flow. However, low bu t prolonged 
cruptions also can producc long flows, espe iaIly if lava tube form. 
The topography of the surface over whi ch the lava flows is obviously 
imp ortant in co ntrolling the planim etric hape of lava-flow field. Lava flow 
frequ ently accumulate in low-lying areas, with the resultant formation of 
structures such as lava ponds - stagnant pools of lava that behave mu ch a 
lava lakes, but which are not relatcd to vents. Flow down steep slopes 
increases in velocity, which in turn often increases the turbulen· e of the 
flow. This causcs more rapid dcgassing and cooling of the lava, and con-
sequ ently decreascs thc fluidity. Thus, pahochoe lava flows that pour over 
steep slopc will oftcn transform into aa lavas. 
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FIGURE 8- 1. Active aa flo ws of the 1950 eruption of Mauna Loa, origi-
nating from th e southwest rift zone. Stark white zones at the flo w fronts and 
margins are areas where th e interior of th e flow is constantly exposed by the 
cooled clinkers sloughing of! the sleep flow edge. (Photograph by 199th 
Fighter Squadron, Ai,. National Guard, Hawaii, 1950.) 
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FIG URE 8-2. Vertical aerial photograph of th e Apua Poinl area on 
Kilauea, showing ly pical aa flows (dark) , erupted f ront Mauna Ulu in 1969; 
area was sub equenlly partly covered by pahoehoe flows , also erupled from 
Mauna Ulu. (From Holcomb and others, 1974; pholograph by Towill Co rp. , 
Honolulu, 1972.) 
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FI G URl~ 8-3. Braiding of lava stream on a steep slope. This active lava 
stream, f lowing southward over Poliokeawe Pali, a 165 m high fault scarp, 
divides into a braided pattern on the steep slope. Th e stream flows over 
earlier ve ry irregular aa flo w from the same eruptive episode. Th e flo w is 
braided on the pali because th e slope prevents the ponding necessary to 
overtop local topographic irregularities before coalescence into a single 
channel. On the relatively gentle slopes abo ve and below the scarp th e stream 
flows with f ewer channels. A bove th e scarp, th e active lava is pahoehoe, 
but it changes to aa as it descends the scarp. Below th e scalp , the active lava 
is entirely aa. orth is to the left. (From Holcomb and others, 1974; photo-
graph by Towill Co rp. , Hon olulu, 1974 .) 
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FIG URE 8 -4.. A a flows on th e flank of Mauna /I ea, reflec ting more viscous 
lava than on Ma una Loa. Th e fu rro wed textures represent primarily flow 
f eatures in the form of narrow aa flow lobes, most of which were f ed 
through steep-levee d channels. Similar textures are observed on Haleakala 
Vo lcano, Maui , and to a less er degree, on Hualalai. (u. S. Department of 
Agriculture, photograph EKL-14.CC- 103, 1965.) 
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FIG URE 8- 5. N ight time oblique aerial mew of active flows during th e 
July 1975, eruption in Mokuaweoweo Caldera on Mauna Loa, showing 
multiple active flow lob es; note the patterns of crust formation on the 
surface of the flow. (Photograph by U. S. Geological Survey, Hawaiian 
Volcano Observatory, July 7, 1975.) 
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F 1 C U F{£ 8- 6. Ve rtical aelial photograph oJ l7udtiple flows on th e flanks of 
Mauna Loa: Jlo ws include both tube-Jed and shee t flo ws. (Photograph by 
U. . DepcLrLmenL of Agriculture, photograph EJ< 1-14CC-35, 1965.) 
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FIG URE 8- 7. Vertical aerial photograph of complex anastomosing f lows 
on Mauna Loa. Most flows are less than 5 m thick. (Photograph by Towill 
Co rp. , Honolulu, frame 6683-1 , June, 1975.) 
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FIGURE 8- 8. High altitude vertical view of th e Great Crack and th e 1823 
lava flow, south west rift zo ne, Kilauea Vo lcano. The fis sure flow was 
extremely fluid and fast-moving, and drained rapidly toward the coast. 
A long some parts of the fissure , the flow left only a thin "scum " on the 
sUlface (see next figure). (NASA-A m es, U-2 photograph, October 1974. ) 
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FIGURE 8- 9. View southwestward down th e Greal Crack and the 1823 
lava flow . (Photograph by R.. Greeley, 19 74 .) 
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FIG URE 8- 10. "Lava plastered cones" of th e southwest rift z one of 
Kilauea Volcano. Lava from the 1823 eruption (dark flows in this view) 
f i'o m the Great Crack was ext rem ely fZuid and fast er moving; here, the lava 
breac hed an older cinder and spatter cone (1) and had sufficient momentum 
to override the co ne at (2), leaving a thin veneer. (Photograph by R . 
Greeley.) 
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FIG URE 8- 11. View of the "Great Crack, " southwest rift zone of Kilauea, 
and the very thin 1823 lava flow on the surface. Th e flow in this region was 
so fluid that it left only a thin "cum " less than 1 0 cm thick on the sulfa ce 
(arrow). (Photograph by R. Greeley , 1975.) 
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FIG URE 8- 12. View of the east wall of the Great Crack fissu re (co mpare 
with Figure 8- 8), showing "lava balls ' that were tumbled along in th e flow, 
like snowballs. These features developed during the 1823 eruption on th e 
outhwest rift ::o ne of ]<, ilauea Vo lcano and are rather rare. (Photograph by 
R. Greeley, 19 75.) 
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FIG URE 8- 13. Broken "lava ball " of the 1823 flow (s ee previous figLue), 
showing a core consisting of a ba all block that was caught in the flow and 
the layered lava that acc reted to the block as it was tumbled along by th e 
molten lava. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1975.) 
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FIG URE 8- 14. View wes tward across th e sou thwest rift zone of B ilauea, 
showing the 1971 fiss ure flows (left of arrow) on th e 1919-192 0 flo ws of 
Mauna lki. A rro w points to an area about 4 00 m across that represe nt part 
of the flo w that f oundered, apparently as a result of outflow from beneath a 
crust , producing a jum.bled topograph.y of seve ral m eters relief. fumbled 
outflow area f ed th e aa flo w visible in the background. (Photograph by R. 
Greeley, 1974.) 
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FI GURE 8- 15. Low altilude ob lique aerial view of lava flow ' 'fans '' that 
fo rm ed in 1969 when f lows spilled over the rim of apau Crate r. (Photo-
graph by R. Greeley, 1970.) 
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IX. FLOW COMPONENTS 
In this chapter the individual tru ctures and feature of lava flows are 
discussed, including lava tub s, lava channels, and pre ure ridge . Many of 
these featu res are indicative of basaltic volcanism and thu are important 
in the photointerpretation of ba altic lava flows on planetary urfaces. 
Perhap the mo t imp ortant flow components of Hawaiian basalt flows 
are tubes and lava channels, both of which play a critical role in condu cting 
lava from the vent to the flow front. Observations of the Mauna Ulu 
eru ption over several years howed that most of the lava eru pted was 
emplaced via tubes. Similarly, the morphology of flow on the flanks of 
Mauna Loa suggests that tubes and channels have been involved in the 
emplacement of most Mauna Loa lavas. 
Lava tub es are tunnel-like struc tures that have free-standing roofs after 
molten lava drain from beneath the crust. Lava channels are open tructure 
without a roof. Observation of active lava flows show that channels often 
develop thin crusts; however, wh en the molten lava drains from beneath the 
crust , large egments of th cru st will collapse, leaving no , or only small 
ections of, free-standing roof ; consequently , channels and tube commonly 
alternate along a single flow conduit. Thus, di~tinction between tube and 
channel is probably not very im portant. Of more significance is the observa-
tion that they typically develop as a result of relativ ly prolonged fl ow 
ac tivity. In Hawaii , brief fiss ure eruptions produce heet-like lava flows; 
emplacement is 0 rapid that lava tubes and channels do no t have time to 
develop. Tubes and channels d v lop more commonly during longer la ting 
eruptions in which lava is derived from a small number of di cret e vents, 
even thou gh the vents may be aligned along fissures and the associated thin 
flows pile up in the complex a s mblage. 
Lava tube are known t o develop only in fluid flow such as basalt. Thus, 
their identification i ome indication of the com po ition of the flows in 
which they are found , at least t o a first approximation. This is particularly 
important in interpreting lava fl ows on Mars, as discu ed in Chapter 13. 
Lava flowing throu gh enclosed lava tubes cools mu ch lower than in open 
flow , and thus can travel much greater distances. 
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Th e surfaces of lava flows, whether fed through lava tube and channels 
or pread as hee t-like bodies, develop a cru t ra pidly u pon expo ure to air. 
The cru t thicken with tim e but beneath the eru t molten lava may co n-
tin ue to fl ow . Thi can result in the developm ent of hear plan es within the 
fl ow and deform ation of th e cru st to form pressure ridges and tLwwli. These 
stru c tures may al 0 fo rm by surge of molten lava which rupture the over-
lying cru t to form squ eeze-out. Tumu li may also fo rm over lava tubes a a 
re ult of rupture of th e roof by a urge of lava within the tube. Pres ure 
plateaus arc la rge eleva ted regio ns that al pear t o have b een inj ect ed and 
uplifted b y la va fed und er a pres ure, perhap again through lava tube . 
malle r ruptures in th e c ru st of lava flow may produce roolle s vents 
lerm ed h omitos , which can b e several meters high. variatio n of the ho rnito 
is th e o-called driblet spire, a s Lru cture which may be two or three me te rs 
high and whi ch appears Lo form by lava gueezin g out of a hole in the cru t 
of a lava flow , mu ch lik e toothpa t e b ein g gu eezed from a tube. 
Lava fl ows passi ng Lhrough fo rest and over ma rsh ground o ften produ ce 
biz,arre stru c tures. F luid pahoehoe fl ow o rlen fo rm a veneer around the 
Lrunk and branches of t rees, fo rming lava trees . When the wood bu rn , a 
lava stru cture remains a a tree mold. ubsid ence of lava fl o w often leave 
high lava marks , indi catin g the fo rm er level of the lava flow. ub idenee can 
be caused by d rain age of lava t o lower eleva ti o ns, degassing, o r a co mbi-
nation of th e Lw o . 
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FIGURE 9- 1. This "skylight " (window in co llapsed roof of a lava tube) 
shows a multiple lava tub e (upper and lower levels), in which the upper level 
(A ) has drained of lava and th e lower level (B) still has flowing molten lava; 
note the slight arch in the roof of the upper tub e. Width of the upper tube is 
about 5 m eters. This is part of the complex se rie of lava tub e fonn ed in 
flows erupted from Mauna Ulu. ( . . Geological urvey, Hawaiian Volcano 
Observato ry photograph.) 
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FIG URE 9-2. View through a "sky light " into active lava tub e fo rm ed 
during eruption of Mauna Ulu; light gray area in center of picture is molten 
lava; note the thick (0.75 m) arch of the lava tub e roof (Photograph by R. 
T. Holcomb , 19 73.) 
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FIGURE 9-3. View through a 1- m -wide "sky light " of a lava tube devel-
oped in flo ws erupted f rom Mauna Ulu, showing actively flowing lava (gray 
area) and the thin pahoehoe crust that forms the tub e roof (Photograph by 
D. W. Peterson, September 1972 .) 
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FIG URE 9- 4.. Active flow in a lava channel during eruption of Mauna Ulu, 
showing plate-like crust in middle of channel and projec tions of crust from 
th e channel banks. Width of channel is about 5 m. (Photograph by R. T. 
Holcomb , Octob er 19 72.) 
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FIG URE 9- 5. View toward the summit of Mauna Ulu, showing fountain-
ing of lava into a summit lava lak e; levee of lak e has bee n breached, 
permitting lava to flow do wn the flank of the shield where it is accumulating 
in a "perched lava pond " (foreground); compare with Figure 9- 6. ote 
spatt er co ne that has been constructed at the sununit. (Photograph by R . T. 
Holcomb, Januwy 1974.) 
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FIG URE 9- 6. mall, active lava channel associated with Mauna Ulu 
eruptions, showing prominent levee (left side) about 1 m high that has been 
built by accretion of lava that has spilled from the channel. Note the thick , 
wrinkled crust and flo wing lava in the center of the channel, and th e "lava-
cicles" on the channel levees. (Photograph by R. T. Holcomb, March 1974.) 
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FIGURE 9- 7. Low-altitude oblique aerial mew of Mauna Ulu summit 
region in 1974. Most of the flows were fed by lava tub es and channels, 
reflec ting prolonged eruption. As seen here, the summit region is riddled 
with a complex network of interco nnected tubes and channels. (Photograph 
by R. Greeley, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 9- 8. View of th e sum/nit oj Mauna UIu in 1974, showing 
numerous lava channels radiating from the summit pit. The channel 
developed by rep eated overflo LV of lava: channel in the background f eeds 
lava to a perched la va pond (arrow) in th e saddle betwee n Mauna UIu and 
th e prehistoric cinder and spatter cone Puu I-Iuluhulu (top of photograph). 
Compare to next figure. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 9- 9. View of the "perched" lava pond (midground), taken f rom 
Puu Huluhulu (foreground), showing the pond surface (1) and the self-
accreted levee (arrows) that held the lake; channel marked with (2) f ed the 
"p erched " lake from the ummit ve nt at Mauna Ulu (background). (Photo-
graph by R. Greeley, 19 74.) 
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D EVELOPM ENT OF A T Y PICAL LAVA T RENCH 
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Vert ical Sca le Exaggerated 
FIGUR E 9- 10. Se quence to sho w some of the stages in th e development 
of a tube-f ed lava flow. S tage 1 is a single flo w emplaced by a shallow lava 
channel; tage 2 involves a second flo w, in which lava advanced down the 
previous channel and fonn ed a roof lage 3 includes a third flo w that 
f ormed a large channel; continued eruption of the same flo w resulted in the 
f ormation of a roof (S tage 4), with do wnward erosion by m elting and 
removal of some of th e previous flo w and preflow rocks. In S tage 5 a fourth 
flo w was erupled at a high rate; it initially used th e previous tub e as the 
f eeding conduit, but because the volume of lava was large, the roof was 
destroye d and an open-flow channel developed, segm ents of which may have 
become roofed; ove /flow from the channel form ed distributary lava tub es 
and small channels. Stage 6 marks the end of eruption with collapse of 
roofed segm enls. A lthough this sequence is hy pothetical, elem ents of each 
stage are based on observations of active lava tubes and channels and studies 
of cooled structures. (From Greeley, 1977.) 
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FIG URE 9- 11. Vertical aerial photograph of complex flows (multiple 
flows f rom the same eruptive eve nL) on th e southwest flank of Mauna Loa, 
ty pical of the flows that constitute the Hawaiian shield volcanoes. N ote the 
interbraided channel netw ork of th e f low of intermediate gray tone, and the 
lack of channels in the dark aa flo w; the reasons fo r these dif f erences are not 
well understood, but are at least partly due to differences in flo w fhLidity 
and rate of effusion. Photograph is about 4 km square. ( u. S. Department of 
Agriculture, photograph EKL-J4. CC-3 6, March 1965.) 
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FIG URE 9- 12. Low-altitude aerial photograph of lava channel form ed in 
paho ehoe flows erupt ed from Mauna Ulu (compare with lava channel form ed 
in aa, Figure 9- 13). General flo w direc tion is from left to right. Channel 
appear to have been roofed by a thin crust of cooled lava that collapsed 
during drainage of the channel, evidenced by the drap ed and crack ed pahoe-
hoe along the sides of the channel, as at "A "; surface of small flow lobe at 
"B " appears to have collapsed, possibly as a result of degassing of the flow ; 
flow lob e at "e" appears to have advance d by budding of pahoehoe to es. 
(Photograph by R. Greeley, July 1974.) 
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FIGURE 9- 13. ObliqtLe aerial photograph of lava channel formed in aa 
flo ws on the ./Zank of Mauna Loa, showing prominent channel levees. Levees 
appear to be compound (note parallel "ridges" of the levee), possibly result-
ing f rom several flows occupying the channel or from surges within a single 
flow . Dark areas are younger aa flow. (Photograph by R. Greeley, A ugust 
1969.) 
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FIGUR E 9- 14. Panorwn ic photographs of an aa channel developed in 
flows erupted fro m the southwes t rift zone of Mauna Loa; photographed 
along Highway 11, near Kahuku. ote th e slight channel banks and the 
pahoehoe both along the banks and within the channel. (Photographs by 
R. Greeley, July 1978.) 
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FIG URE 9- 15. Panoramic mosaic of the July 1974 flow at Kilauea (s ee 
FigtLre 9- 16); ve r)' fluid lava flow ed down a gully from the right, banked 
high on the hill at "A" (note figure for scale), veneering the hill with a thin 
layer of glass)' lava, and then flowed onto the floor of Kilauea Caldera. 
(Photographs by R. Greeley, July 1978.) 
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FIG URE 9- 16. Panoramic mosaic oj' part of the July 1974 flow on the 
southwest rim of Kilauea Caldera (K). Flow erupted from a fis sure (F) and 
flowed down gully toward the left , onto the floor of th e caldera . Th e flow 
was ex trem ely f luid, leaving "swash " marks high on the banks of the gully 
(note figu re for scale). Judging f rom the shape of th e channel cross sec tion in 
comparison with adjacent gullies, it would appear that th e lava flow widened 
the prefZow gully slightly by erosio n. Figure 9- 15 is a view of the bank at 
"A." Profile of Mauna l oa is in the background. (Ph.otograph by R . 
Greeley , July 1978.) 
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X. LAVA FLOW TEXTURES 
Basaltic lava flow have a wide variety of urface texture, ranging from 
mooth and glassy to extremely rough with meter-size blocks. The Hawaiian 
tcrm pahoehoe and aa are u ed almost universally to characterize lava flows. 
Pahoehoe has a smooth , billowy or ropy surface, wherea aa has an 
e tremely rough clinker urface. A third type, block lava , is charact erized 
by relatively smooth, large blocks but is rarely if ever found in Hawaii. 
Pahoehoe and aa grad e into one another but rarely is it difficult to distin-
gui h between the two. pahoehoe flow may change down tream into an 
aa flow, especially if the flow goe down a st eep lope (see Figure 8-3), but 
an aa never change into a pahoehoe. The factors that det ermine whether a 
flow becomes pahoehoe or aa has long been a subj ect of debate. Fluidity is 
now believed to be the most important factor. Aa tends to form from more 
viscous flows than pahoehoe so that any factor that causes a decrease in 
fluidity, such as cooling, degas ing, or a greater degr e of cry tallization, will 
tend to promot the formation of aa (Macdonald , 1953). In the case of the 
1969-1971 Mauna lu eruptions, the degree of crystallinity app ears to have 
be n the controlling factor ( wan on, 1973). 
Several t ypes of pahoehoe have been recognized. Sh elly pahoehoe is 
charact erized by fragile ga cavities , small tubes, and a buckled or billowy 
urface. It generally form s when gas-charged lava erupts with littl e or no 
fountaining (Swanson, 1973). urface texture vary greatly and may be 
bulbous, bu ckled , ropy, or imbricate. A second major ty p of pahoehoe is 
that which form s of lava erupted from high fountain. It differs from shelly 
pahoehoe in that it has a relatively smooth upper surface and contains very 
few large cavities. It is also mu ch Ie s vesicular. The differences are believed 
cau sed largely by degas ing during fo u ntaining and subsequ ent channel flow. 
A third majo r type of pahoehoe i a dense, hummock y ty pe produ ced from 
lava tubes. The hummock y surface is caused partly b the presence of 
tumuli , which are very rare or ab ent in other ty p of pahoehoe. The 
textu re of the su rface i imilar to shelly pahoehoe, com m 0 nly with 
num erous overlapping toe and lobes, but the toe are solid, not cavernou . 
Pahoehoe flows advance in two main ways. The more fluid flows advance 
with a rolling motion , with the upp er part of the flow moving fast er than the 
lower part, so that the flow front i rolled under and buried by the advancing 
front. Slower moving flow advance by succe ive fo rm atio n of bulbous 
toe at the flow front. 
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Aa is charact erized by an e tremcly rou gh, jagged surface which is almost 
co mple tely covered with loose fragmental debri , o r clinker. The clinkery 
surface covers a m as ive, relatively dense interi o r. A an aa fl ow advan ces, 
clinkery fr agmental deb ris tumbles down the front of th e flow so th at 
clinkery laye rs occ ur both at th e top ancl bottom of the fl ow. 
Although urface tex ture cann o t be seen in pictures of the martian 
surface, such differences in t ex ture as desc ribed in this chapter could be 
infer red from the scattering properti es o f th e surface and p rovicle impo rtant 
clu es as to th e style o f martian volcani m. 
She ll y Pahoehoe 
"Toe" Fed 
........ 
Fissure 
Vent 
" T ube" Fed 
" Degassed" Pahoe hoe 
"-~~~"\'. --v ·~ Slab Lava 
Pre.FlowSu rface I .-~ ~ AA Lava 
Dense Lava ~ 
F1C URE 10- 1. Diagram showing so m e lypes of basaltic lava flo ws relal ed 
to the eruptive venl. The ty pe of texture i dependent p rimarily 011. th e 
interrelated parameters of lava viscosity, amount and slate of volatile, 
preflow topography, and others. In th e simples t case, wit h increasing 
distanc e Jrom their vent , lavas cool, become less glassy, and degas , prodttcing 
viscous textures, such. as aa or block lavas (blo ck lavas not shown here). 
A lthough a ingle lava flo w could exhibit all [,he lexLttres sho w n in this 
diagram" usually only a Jew are developed, dep ending upon the characteris-
tics of the basaltic magma and the sty le oj eruption. 
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FI GURE 10- 2. Ve rtical aerial photograph of recent flows f rom Mauna Ulu 
(active f rom 1969-1974), showing differences in gray tone. Darkes t areas are 
aa f Zows (clink ery sUl face) , light areas are mostly gassy pahoehoe with 
glassy rinds' white area is actively flowing molten lava co ntained in a 
channel. A ll the flows are essentially the same chemical co mposition and 
were less than 5 years old when this photograph was taken. Th e differences 
in gray tone are primarily a function of flow surface texture. (Photograph by 
Towill Co rp ., Honolulu, ]Lme 1, 1974.) 
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FIG UR E 10- 3. Ty pical corded suljace tex ture on a "degassed," prehistoric 
pahoehoe lava flow in th e Foo tprints A rea, ~ au Dese rt, Kilauea Vo lcano. 
Co rds develop in the glassy rind of flows in response to continued flow of lava 
beneath lh e rind. Fo reground is aboLLl 3 In wide. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 
July , 19 78.) 
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FIGURE 10- 4. Summit of Mauna Ulu crater in 19 74 (compare with 
Figures 12- 16 and 12- 17), showing ty pical near-venl pahoehoe festoons 
and anastomosing channels. Molten lava shows as white lines on crater floor 
where the thin crust has cracke d. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 10- 5. " Lava trees" in the 1 ovember 1973 eruption near Pauahi 
Crater, east rift z one of Kilauea Volcano . This flow was active for about 
twelve hours and was ve ry fluid as it passed through the Ohia tree fore t. 
Lava accreted to the tree trunks and remained after the molt en lava drain ed 
away . Lava trees tand about 2. 5 m high and indicate th e maximwn height 
of the flo w . (Ph otograph by R. Greeley 1974 .) 
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FIG URE 10-6. Lava tree in area shown in Figure 10-5. ote the thick 
accumulation of lava in relation to the small diameter of the tree trunk. 
Mauna Ulu is in the background. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 10- 7. helly pahoehoe in the luly 1974 lava flow northwest of 
Lua Manu crater, Chain of Craters Road, Kilauea, showing cavernous 
"blisters " of glassy lava. Sh elly pahoehoe forms in response to rapid out-
gassing of lava and is a good near-vent indicato r. Shell may be as thin as a 
f ew millimeters ; blisters may be more than a m eter wide and caution I1WSt be 
exercis ed in traversing helly pahoehoe. (Photograph by R. Greeley, luly 
1978.) 
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n GURE 10- 8. Vertical aerial photograph of flows from the 1969-19 74-
eruption of Mauna Ulu, showing ty pical transition from pahoehoe ( "p, " light 
toned areas) to aa ("A," dark toned areas) toward the distal end of flows , in 
re ponse to increasing viscosity, probably resulting f rom coo ling and loss of 
degassing. N ote howeve r, that th e lava in channel down th e middle has 
remained paho ehoe; this Inay be partly accounted fo r because f low in th e 
channel was smoother and more rapid than fo r non-channel flow. (Photo-
graph R8-75HA -151 11 -4- , December 1975.) 
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FIG URE 10- 9. S lab lava developed on the 1823 Keaiwa lava flow , south-
wes t rift zo ne of Kilauea Volcano. Slab lava can form , following initial 
emplace m ent of the flow as pahoehoe on which a smooth crust develop ; 
subsequent movem ent of the still-molten lava beneath the crust breaks 
th e sUlface into a jumble of plat es . (Photograph by R. Greeley, March 
19 76.) 
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FIG RE 10- ZO. a lava flo w margin, northern flank of Hualalai Volcano, 
showing typically clinkery urface and steep flo w edge. (Photograph by R. 
Greeley, July 1978.) 
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FIG URE 10- 11. Panoramic mosaic of th e Keamoktt flow , Mauna Loa, at a 
road cut on High way 11 , Kau District , showing ty pical cross sec tion of an aa 
flo w; note that th e clinkery aa texture is fOLmd in th e upper 2 m of the flow, 
above the massive int erior. (Photograph by R. Greeley, July 1978.) 
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FIGURE 10- 12. A aflow surface, showing irregular, clinkery textlue; 1887 
lava flow f rom Mauna Loa erupted f rom th e southwes t rift zone · photograph 
taken near Highway 11 , about 12 km west of Waiohinu. (Photograph by R. 
Greeley, July 1978.) 
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FIGURE 10- 13. Accretionary lava ball in the prehistoric }' eamoku lava 
flo w from Mauna Loa, along the Footprints Trail, [(au Desert. Accretionary 
lava balls can form in aa lava flows in a manner similar to snowballs rolling 
do wnslope. (Photograph by R. Greeley, July 1978.) 
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XI. LAVA LAKES 
Eruptions commonly result in the formation of lakes of molten lava in 
craters and other depression. Such lakes are of two types. One ty p 
develops above a magma column and undergoes act ive circulation, periodic 
rise and falls, and con tant replenishment in heat, volatiles, and possibly 
magma. Such an active lake i the type that Jagger de cribed in I-Ialemaumau 
and characterized the main vent at Mauna Ulu. The other type of lake i 
inactive or tagnant, and re ults imply from lava collecting in a depression. 
This type undergoes little circulation and hould be recognized imply a a 
ponded lava flow. Example of uch lake include those in Kilau ea Iki, 
Makaopuhi, Alae, and Pauhi Craters on Kilauea's east rift zone. 
The general term lava lake refer to tlle olidified and partly solidified 
stages a well as to the molten lava. In lakes with active convection, th e 
surface is continually being overt-urned. ewly e posed lava at areas of 
upwelling commonly form s a skin a few millim eters thi ck which i carried 
away by circulation. t varying distances from the ource, the newly form ed 
crust commonly turns downward and sink into the main body of lava 
because of a density inversion set up by volatiles collecting beneath the olid 
or emi-solid cru st. Alternatively, the kin may buckle and ride over the 
adj acent areas, particularly around tho e parts of the lake where there is 
upwelling. The repeated formation and ingestion of cru t on active or circu-
lating lava lakes has been compared to the formation and movement of 
litho pheri c plates on the Earth (Duffield , 1972). ew cru t form s in 
upwelling region and moves away fTom the spreading center. The crust is 
ubdu cted where it meets other plate and transform fault form along the 
boundaries of plates where they move laterally with respec t to one another. 
These motions are best observed at night when glow from the edge of the 
plates contrasts sharply with the dark cru ted areas. In Ie actively convect-
ing lake, the cru t may be fairly table and is characterized by slow rafting 
and repeated breakup of congealed lava at the urface. Occasionally, the 
whole lake may overturn in one movement with all form er crust rolling over 
and inking into the molten lava beneath. 
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Within minutes of exposure of molten lava at the surface of a lava lake, a 
cru t form s and cracks develop in the crust. If the lake is fairly stable 
(inactive or tagnant) and not being continually overturned, then within 
hours, cracks divide the crust into polygon averaging several meter in 
width. AB volatiles are lost from the lava , gas es accumulate beneath the 
cru t near the center of the polygon and escape through the cracks on the 
margin. Thi cau es upbowing of the center of the polygons 0 that each 
develops a half meter or so of vertical relief. A the cru t thickens, the cracks 
propagate downward and new cracks may fo rm which cut across the pre-
existing polygo ns. Thus, the surface of a cooled lava lake i seldom flat but 
rather crossed by num erous intersecting cracks with bowed-up plates 
between. 
FIG URE 11 - 1. Perched lava pond within a natural levee inside Halemau-
mau pit crater in 1885. Th e levee enclosing th e lake is built up by spatter 
from small, rootless fountains on the lake and by repeated overflo ws, as seen 
here. At it s maximum this lak e stood about 12 m above the crater floor 
and was appro x imately 400 111 in diameter. (National Park Service fil es 
photograph.) 
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FIG URE 11 -2. Active lava lake in th e pit crater A loi. Th e pit crater is 
being f ed in part by eruption along a fissure on th e left side of the picture. 
Th e crater is ove rflo wing and supply ing lava to a flow in the upper half of 
the picture. (Photograph by L. . Kadooka, May 1970.) 
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FIG URE 11 - 3. Lava lake in Aloi Laken sho ray afte r Figure 11-2. The 
level of lava in th e lake has subsided. Spatte r cones are clearly visible along 
Lhe fis sure which inL ersects th e far ide of th e crat er. Dark areas in the lake 
surface are where a crust has fonn ed; light areas are newly exposed sUlfaces. 
Th e striation in th e crusted areas mark the directio n of flow of plates away 
from th e zone of crust formation . Th e crust, where p rese nt, is probably only 
a f ew millimeters thick . (Photograph by R. T. Okamura, May 1970.) 
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FIG URE 11 - 4. An actively gro wing levee containing a lava lake at Mauna 
Ulu during eruption in 1974. Pahoehoe lava overflows the levee by acc retion. 
Th e fountain f eeding the lava lake is visible in the upper left. (Photograph by 
R. T. Holcomb, January 21, 1974 .) 
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FI GURE 11 -5. Floo r of [<, ilauea Iki Crater. Cracks divide th e central part 
of th e floor into polygo nal plates . Th e center of each polygo n is bowed 
upward, partly as a result of accumulation of gase beneath th e cru t at the 
polygon center. Many of th e cracks are light colored because of fumarolic 
mineralization during outgassing. A long th e margin of th e lake, lava is 
plastered on the crater wall to form a lava wbsidence terrace that marks the 
high level of lava w ithin the lake . As the level in the lake f ell, the thin crust 
was w ccessively thrust outward over the adjacent crust at the lake edge to 
form the imbricate structure seen in the for eground. (Photograph by R. T. 
Holco mb, 19 74.) 
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FIGURE 11 - 6. Th e 1877 lava lak e in Keanakakoi Crat er. As in the pre-
vious picture, th e surface of the lake is divided into convex-upward 
polygons. Th e low interve ning areas are here fill ed with light-colored pumice 
erupted in 1969. Th e lake is 250 In wide and 400 m long. (Hawaiian Volcano 
Observatory photograph.) 
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FIG URE 11 -7. U1iace of the 1965 lava lake in apau. Th e piclure was 
lak en befo re lal er burial by f Zows in 1968. A ring around the lake partly 
cove red by fall en trees, marks the high lava level. (u. S. Air Force photo-
graph, 1966.) 
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FIG URE 11 - 8. View of th e 1965 apau Lava lak e, similar to p revious 
figure. Th e sUlface tex lure is atypical and was probab ly caused by flow of 
lava f rom the left while the crust fo rm ed, plastically deforming it into 
ubparallel wrinkles . ( u. . Air Fo rce photograph, 1966.) 
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FIG URE 11 - 9. Oblique aerial view across A lae Crater toward Mauna Ulu 
(upp er right , fum e cloud), showing exten ional fra ctures (out er concentric 
rings) and compressional ridges thal form ed on the lava lake crust as a result 
of drainage of the lake through lava tub es. (Photograph by R. Greeley, 
19 70.) 
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XII. MAUNA ULU ERUPTIONS 
From ay of 1969 to mid- 1974, Kilauea was erupting almost con-
tinuou ly. Most of the activity was centered at Mauna lu , about 10 km 
from Kilauea Caldera on the east rift zone, but minor eruptions occurred 
within the summit caldera and along the southwe t rift zone a well. The 
Mauna Ulu eruptions included lava fountaining, active, long-lived lava lakes, 
crater filling and draining, pahoehoe and aa flows, lava tube formation and 
co nstruction of lava deltas a flows poured into the area. They illustrate 
vividly the variety of phenomena that can occur during a long-lived Hawaiian 
eruption and the com pIe ity of the eruptive equence. The illu tJ'ation are 
arranged in chronological order so that the sequence of events can be readily 
traced. The following account is a condensation of summaries written by the 
staff of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory who continuou sly monitored 
the a tivity throughout the period. 
The Mauna · lu eruptions start d on May 24, 1969 , along an east-
northea t trending fi sure that pas ed throu gh Aloi Crater and extended 
north of Alae Crater. Within an hour activity wa localized along a segment 
of the fissure between the two craters and it was here that Mau na Ulu grew. 
Within days pools of molten lava formed within both Alai Crater and Alae 
Crater. ctivity subsided after several days bu t was renewed again in mid-
June when one flow almo t reached the sea after ca cading over the Holei 
and Poliokeawe Pali . There followed several months of cyclic activity during 
which short periods of high fountaining were separated by days to week of 
relative quiet when activity was co nfined to the vent area it elf. Typically, 
fountains built to peak heights within an hour or two, maintained their 
height - which in several ca es was in excess of 400 m - for another hour or 
two, and then declined. Ponds arou nd the former fountain would drain back 
into the vent to terminate this pha e. The fountain s fed new flows around 
the vent, one of which reached the sea 12 km to the outh. Between 
fountaining epi odes, lava would ri e and fall omewhat like a piston within 
the vent and occa ionally spill over and form mall flows around the vent. 
Most of the activi ty during the first half of 1970 wa imilar to the period 
between fountaining in 1969. Overflows from the fi ssure vent were common 
and gradually a satellitic shield was built that was given the name Mauna Ulu 
(growing mountain) . In April 1970 Aloi Crater was completely filled and by 
the end of June 1970 Mauna lu was 80 m high and 1 km acros at its base. 
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In July 1970 a new east-north eas t trendin g fissure opened on the east ern 
flank and overflows from the new ven t built a broad ridge to th e east of th e 
Mauna lu summit. Meanwhile, tubes suppli ed lava to an und erground 
reservoir in Alae Crater which in turn fed flows on the south flank of Kilau ea 
via another sy t ern of lava tubes. In 1970 collap e pit began to form around 
ven ts on the cas t flank. By August the pits had coalesced to form an elongate 
trench which , in J anuary 1971 , finally merged with the summit vent. Tube-
fed lava flow entered the ocean in the Fall of 1970 and Spring of 1971 , 
c reatin g lava deltas. Activity t eadily declined after mid-1971 ; flow to the 
Alae reservoir wa cut off and the lava level in the summit crater ank out o-f 
sight in mid-Oc tober, thu s ending th e firs t lu eruption (Swanson and 
others, 1979). Two small eruptions occurred in and to the outhwest of 
Kilau ea Caldr ra in August and September, re pcetively, but Mauna Ulu was 
little affec t ed by eithe r erupti on . 
Activity in Mauna Ulu resum ed in Februa ry 1972, when lava reappeared 
in the centraJ vent, flowed into th e ea t e rn trench , and re-enter d th e lava 
tube syst em that fed into the Alae reservoir. Growth of natural levee 
allow ed the la a level within the trench to rise nearly to th e height of the 
summit and ex tend ed th e shield farthe r to th e cast-northeas t. Frequent over-
flows fed flank flows, one of which reached apau Crater, 6 km to the east. 
In mid-March ]972, th e Mauna Ulu summit lake drained abruptly and two 
new ven t opened to the east, one at the site of the form er Alae Crater. The 
vent in Alae was probably fed by lava from Mauna lu via the tube sy t em. 
The rootless vent at Alae remain ed ac tive for more than a year, ustaining 
a perched lava pond which fed flows throughout late 1972 and early 1973. 
Lava from Alae Crater gradually built a new shield that now abu ts the south-
east flank of ~ J auna Ulu. Some of the Alae fl ows partly fill ed th e west pit 
of lakaopuhi Crate r ; others reached th e ea between August and October 
1972 and Feb ru ary and March 1973. 
In Jun e of 1973 lava drained from the summit c rater and the Alae vent. 
Although lava slowly return ed to Mauna lu , ac tivity at the lae vent ceased 
at this tim e. qui e crnl period wa follow ed by renewed fountaining and 
overflow at th e ummit in November 1973. After two day lava rapidly 
drained from the vent and erupti ons occu rred in Pauahi Crater. In mid-
December lava return ed to th e Mauna Ulu ven t and in mid-January 
fountainin g occurred , quickly filling th e vent and forming flow that 
travelled seve ral kilom et ers. Episodic fountaining lasting several hou rs with 
intervening quie t peri ods of several days con tinu ed until June 1974, when 
vigorous ac tivity ceased. Disapp earance of lava from the central crater in 
July 1974 marked the end of the l\l aun a Ulu eruptive activity. c rater 
remains at the summit, approximately 115 m across and 135 m deep. 
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FIG URE 12- 1. Vertical aerial photograph of 
th e site of the future Mauna Ulu in February 
1965. Th e three pit crat ers along Chain of 
Craters are, from the left , A loi, A lae, and 
Makaopuhi. Th e circular spatter cone, Puu Hulu-
hulu, is to th e northeast of A loi. Eruptions 
started along a north-northeast trending fissure 
through A loi. Th e center of th e fuLLLre Mauna 
Ulu shield is approximately midway between 
A loi, Alae, and Puu Huluhulu. (u. S. 
Department of Agriculture, photograph 
EKL-1 2 CC-174, 1965.) 
FIG URE 12- 2. Sk etch map showing the 
distribution of lavas from the Mauna Ulu erup-
tion through March 1971, and the location of 
present and form er pit craters. Th e 1970 and 
1971 flows to the east were form ed large ly 
by lavas f ed th rough tub es from th e A lae Crater 
reservoir. (From Swanson and other, 1971.) 
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FIG URE 12-3. Oblique aeriaL view west aLong HoLei PaLi toward th e ocean. 
Dark Mauna Ulu Lava flows of 1969 through 1971 are draped ove r th e paLL 
The shiny sLuface is caused by light refl ec ted off older pahoehoe flow s. 
(Hawaiian Volcano Observatory photograph, 1971.) 
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FIGURE 12-4. Same area as Figure 12-3, but looking east. Th e Holei Pali 
is a fault SCalp. Th e area to the righ't has moved down and out toward th e 
ocean du ring p rehistoric slumping events. (Hawaiian Volcano Observatory 
photograph 1971.) 
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FIG URE 12- 5. Active lava lake in th e vent at the Mauna Ulu summit. Th e 
top half of th e picture shows th e trench which form ed on the east flank of 
th e shield in 1970. Th e trench resulted from collapse around flank vents that 
first erupted in July 1970 and built a broad ridge to the east of the summit. 
Th e trench fi nally m erged with the summit pit in January 1971. Th e pit at 
this time was 160 m long and 90 m across. (W. A . Duffield, February 1971.) 
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FIGURE 12- 6. View southward across th e eastern end of the trench in 
February 1972. A ft er a relatively quiet second half of 1971 , lava returned 
to th e central vent and east trench. Levees, which repetitively form ed around 
th e trench, are clearly visible in this picture. Successive overflo ws, such 
as that in the foreground, buill the east flank of the hield almost to the 
height of the summit. (Hawaiian Volcano Db ervalory photograph, 
February 1972 .) 
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FIG URE 12-7. Vertical aerial photograph of the Mauna Ulu regwn Ln 
Octob er 19 72 similar to that shown in Figure 12- 1. Puu Huluhulu is 
essentially unchanged but az,nost all the re t of the area is covered by Mauna 
Ulu lava flow s. Irregular collapse pits have form ed around rootless vents at 
th e site of the form er A lae Crater. Lava from th ese vents gradually built a 
new shield adjacent to the main Mauna Ulu shield whose summit retains its 
central pit and trench. Barely visible on th e west edge of th e picture is an 
area of collapse at th e approx imate ·site of Aloi Crater. Th e flow with a 
prominent lava channel at the top of the picture is from early 19 72 and 
reached apau Crater to the east. (Photograph by Towill Corp. , Honolulu, 
fram e 581 5-9, Octob er 19, 1972.) 
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FIG URE 12- 8. Low-altitude aerial photograph of the atellitic shield that 
grew over the site of the A lae Crater in 1972. This photograph was taken 
same day as Figure 12- 7. Perched lava ponds have temporarily subsided to 
form irregular depressions atop th e shield. Th e upper pit is approx imately 
100 m across. (Photograph by To will Corp. , Honolulu, fram e 5809-10, 
Octob er 19, 1972.) 
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FI G UR E 12- 9. Irregular depress ion ove r th e approx imate site of th e 
fo rm er A loi Crater. Lava ponded above A loi in February 1971 . Th e viscous 
degassed lava ove rflowed to the south to fo rm th e blo cky aa f low in the 
bottom half of the picture. Th e end of Chain of Craters Road is at th e 
upper left. (Photograph by To will Co rp., Honolulu , fram e 5812-10, Octob er 
19, 19 72.) 
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FIG URE 12- 10. Low-altitude oblique aerial Vlew eastward across the 
summit of Mauna Ulu, May 1973. While the A lae vents were active, lava 
completely drained from th e trench and stood very low within the summit 
pit. In the upper part of the picture, dark flo ws from Mauna Ulu summit, 
dating from early 19 72, are overlain by y ounger flows from th e A lae rootless 
ve nt. (Photograph by R. T. Holcomb, May 6, 1973.) 
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FIGURE 12-11. The Mauna Ulu area inluly 1972; compare with Figures 
12- 1 and 12- 7. Co llapse has occurred at the site of the former A lae Crater 
to fonn a circular depression. A line of pits marks the trace of a large lava 
tube that distributed lava from the underground rese rvoir at A lae to flows to 
the south.. The west pit of Makaopuhi Crater at the east edge of the picture 
has been partly filled by Mauna Ulu lavas. (Photograph by Towill Corp. , 
Hono lulu, fram e 6111-7, December 13, 19 73.) 
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FIG URE 12-12. Detailed view of the 500-m- diameter depression at th e 
site of the form er A lae Crater. A ft er eruptive activity ceas ed at A lae in the 
Spring of 1973, the summit of the new shield gradually subsided, leaving a 
shallow circular depression roughly outlining the form er pit crater whose rim 
is buried beneath 60 m of lava. Th e ve nt in the upper left was f ed by a lava 
tub e from Mauna Ulu, and other vents at the site of A lae are similarly 
interpreted. Lines of small pits mark the course of lava tubes that distributed 
lava from th e A loe reservoir to surrounding flo ws. (Photograph by To will 
Corp. , Honolulu, fram e 611 3-5, December 3, 1973.) 
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FlG L'RE 12-13. During early J 974, activity at the .\1auna Ulu ummit was 
characteri;;ed by episodes oj JOLLntaining lasting a f ew hours and separated 
by quiet periods of several days. Here a flow has breached the levee of a 
perched la va Lah- e around th e ,\launa Ulu ve nt. Th e Lava stream is ponding in . 
th e saddle between .Hauna Ulu and Puu HtLlulwlu and forming levees such a 
that in th e foreground. (Photograph by R. T. HoLcomb , January 25. 19U.) 
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FIG URE 12- 14. View of lhe Mauna UltL shield 
in February 1974. A spatter cone has been btLill 
around lhe summit . Th e sUlface of lhe shield is 
covered wilh pahoehoe lava. In lhe foreground, 
paho ehoe flows cover lhe sLLlJac e of lhe scene in 
lhe foreground of Figure 12- 13. (Pholograph 
by Hawaiian Vo lcano Obs ervato ry , FebruaJY 
1974. 
FIG UR.E 12- 15. View of the Mauna Ulu shield from lh. e w esl in March 
1974. Th e steep-sided spatt er cone al lhe summit grew over a p eriod of a f ew 
w eeks, lhen collapsed a shorl lilne Later. Th e Alae shield is behind and to the 
righl of Mauna Ulu. (Photograph by R . 1. TiLLing, March 27, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 12- 16. One of the final eruptive episodes of Mauna Ulu. t reams 
of flowing lava radiate in all directions from the ummit. Th e lava pond in 
the saddle between Mauna Ulu and PULL Huluhulu has reform ed, building a 
levee fa cing Puu FJulu/wlu. (Photograph by Towill Corp. , Honolulu, fram e 
6246-1 , Jun e 1, 1974.) 
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FiG URE 12- 17. Mauna Ulu two day s after the scene Ln Figure 12- 16. 
Channels are now left at the positions of th e form er lava streams and th e 
sUljace of the pond between Mauna Ulu and Puu Huluhulu ha.s sLLbsided. 
(Photograph by Towill Corp. , Honolulu, fram e 6270-5 , Jun e 3, 1974.) 
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FIG URE 12- 18. Summit pit of MaLLna Ulu after th e last eruption of Jun e 
1974 . Fum es till emanate f ront an active lava lake deep within th e pit. Lava 
finally disapp eared f rom within the vent one month after thi picture was 
taken. (Photograph by Hawaiian Volcano Observato ry, June 1 974.) 
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FI GURE 12-19. Phreatomagmatic explosion cloud of dust and steam 
arising from Halemaumau Crater within th e Kilauea caldera during the 1924 
eruption. This and the next figure are included to contrast with those of 
Mauna Ulu. Th ey picture a sty le of eruption not represented by the Matma 
Ulu sequence. Following withdrawal of lava from Halemaumau in 1924, the 
walls of the crater collapsed, widening it by 400 to 600 m. Gradually, water 
entered the ve nt, causing violent steam explosions and massive ejec tion of 
comminuted debris and mall amounts of lava which formed dense clouds of 
dust and steam that towered several kilometers above the volcano. (Photo-
graph by Tai ing Loo, May 1924.) 
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FIG URE 12-20. A nother view of th e phreatomagmatic eruption of 1924 .. 
Most of th e material ejected during the emption was pre-exis ting country 
rock, but some new lava was invo lved . (Photograph by Tai Sing Loo, May 
1924.) 
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XIII. MARTIAN SHIELD VOLCANOES 
Since the mid-1960's there has been an explosive growth in our knowl-
edge of the surface of Mars. The planet had been observed throu gh the 
telescope for decades, during which various surface markings were identified 
and changes on the urface and in the atmosphere were morutored. It was 
not, however, until 1964, when Mariner 4 provided our first close-up look at 
the planet , that we obtained reliable information on surface topography 
(Leighton and others, 1965). The Mariner 4 pictures revealed a subdu ed 
cratered surface that uperficially resembled the lunar highlands. Subsequent 
fly-bys reinforced thi impression, although som e distinctively non-lunar 
terrains were photographed and variously described as chaotic terrain, etch-
pitted terrain and f eatureless terrain (Leighton and other , 1969). It wa not 
until Mariner 9 started its syst ematic photographic coverage from orbit in 
1971 that the extraordinarily diverse nature of the martian surface was 
revealed (Masursky, 1973). It was then realized that the planet has a far 
more complex and varied history than the Moon and that the history had 
left a distinctive imprint on the surface. Vat canyons cut across the surface 
close to the equator. Large areas of the surface have subsided to form arrays 
of jostled blocks term ed chaotic terrain. Out of som e of the chaotic regions 
arise large, dry river bed and elsewhere much of the older densely cratered 
terrain is dissected by num erous gullies and branching channels. Sparsely 
cratered plains cover more than half the surface and contrast sharply with 
the heavily cratered surfaces photographed by the early Mariner missions. 
At the poles a thick sequ ence of layered deposits overlies both the sparsely 
cratered plains and the densely cratered t errain. 
Perhaps the most spectacular features on Mars are the hu ge shield 
volcanoes (Carr, 1973, 1975). The first shield volcanoes to be seen were 
those of the Tharsis region which appeared as dark spots on the early 
Mariner 9 pictures. When the Mariner 9 spacecraft arrived at Mars in 
ovember 1971 , the entire planet was engulfed in a gigantic dust storm. 
Such dust storms had been observed at the telescope and one wa predict ed 
for the arrival tim e of Mariner 9. The spots were caused by the contrast 
between the dust-laden atmosphere and the dark summits of the volcanoes 
which stand above most of the atmosphere. It was not until the du t cleared 
that the enormous dim ensions of these volcanoes were realized. The tallest 
volcano , Oly mpLLs Mons , towers 24 km (79 ,000 ft) above the surrounding 
plains and is more than 700 km across. Alba Patera , although lacking the 
vertical relief of Olympus Mons, is considerably larger in area extent, 
being at least 1500 km across. Before discussing the shield volcanoes further, 
it is approp riate to briefly review the photographic coverage available of 
Mars and also the general geology of the planet so that the limitations of 
the data are understood and the general geologic context of the volcanic 
features is appreciated. 
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Our prese nt knowledge of t he ma rtian surface tems largely from photo-
graphs taken during thc 'lariner 9 and Viking mis ions. In 1971 and 1972 
almost the entire surface of the planet was photographed by the Mariner 9 
spacec raft at resolutions in the range 0 [ 1 t o 3 1m ; ab out o ne percent of the 
planet was also imaged at resolution of 100 t o 300 m. In prac tice t hese 
nominal resolution were rarely achieved, m os tly because of variations in 
the clarity of the atm o phere which chan ges greatly according to tim c of 
day, seaso n and loca tion. The main difficult y was cau sed b y the planet-wide 
du st st orm of lat e 1971 . System atic mapping wa started in J anu ary of 1972, 
but mu ch du t still remained in thc atm osphere. Local water and carb on 
di oxid e clouds also hind ered acqui ition of good urface pho tography. In 
contrast , when the Viking spacec raft arrived at Mars in the Summ er of 
1976 , the atm osphere was very clear. Early in the Viking missions, mu ch 
of th e orbiler pho tography was tak en a t ranges of 1500 t o 3000 km which 
gave resolutions of 80 to 160 me ters. In additi on ome lowcr re oluti on, 
regional coverage wa acquired, mainly in the south ern hemisph ere (Carr and 
o lhers, 1976). In the Spring of 1977, the planet 'was again cngulfed in a 
vas t dust t Orln and it wa no t until th e F all of 1977 that sy t ematic ph ot o-
grap h., o f th e surface could again be resum ed. Since that tim e the entire 
planet has been phot ograp h cd at resolu tions of 300 t o 500 met ers and 
smallcr fr ac ti ons have bccn covered at a variety of resolutions ranging down 
lo 10 me lers. The rc olution of th e available ph o tograph y is still coarse, 
compared with th al available fo r the Earth_ and this may be significantly 
bias ing our im pre sio n of the surface; the characteri tic of large feature 
such a shield volca noes are rela tively well docum ented but th e smaller 
fea tures arc relatively poo rly under t ood. Resolution effec ls al 0 interfere 
with co mp ari on of th e Hawaii an and martian shields in that mall feature 
such as spatler cones, cinder cones, and tumuli arc close to or below the 
resolution o f mu ch of the available Mar pho lography, so are no t readily 
identifi able on most pho tographs. 
Co mpariso n bet ween th e martian and Hawaiian shield volcanoes h ould 
also t ake into account the co ntra ting environm ental condilions on th e two 
planets. Mars has a vc ry tenu ou atmosphere co mp ared t o the Earth. T he 
average a tm o pheric pressure o n th c urface rangcs from 6 t o 11mb accord-
ing to the seaso n ; win d mostly range from 8 t o 4 0 km/h with gu ts up to 
100 km /h . Surface temp eratures range f rom 150 K lo 300 I (- 1900 F lo 
600 F), acco rding t o sea on, tim e o f day, and locatio n ; the global mean i 
app roxima lely 210 K (- 81 °l~ ). Only small amoun ls of waler are present 
in the a tm osp here_ There i , howeve r, co nsiderable circum sl an tial evidence 
of ground ice. re idu al cap o f wa ter ice remains at t he no rth pole in mid-
summ er and it has been suggested lhat water ice may have been mo re 
ex tensive in the pas l. 
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General geology of Mars 
Mar is extremely asymmetri in term s of both it geology and its t opo-
graphy (Mutch and other , 1976 ; cott and Carr , 1978). The planet can be 
divided into two trikingl y different hemispheres by a plane inclined about 
400 t o th equ at or. The mOre outherly hemi phere includes most of the 
anci nt heavily cratered terrains while the m ore north erly hemisphere 
include most of the spar ely crat ered plain and youn g volcanic features. 
The figure of the planet i also mad edly asymm etti c. Much of the den ely 
cratered terrain in the sou th t and 2- 3 I m higher than the northcrn plain. 
In addition there is a markcd bulge in the planet'S cru st ent red on th e 
Thar is region, the p lanet' most p rominent volcanic area. The bulg 
7 t o 10 km high and 7000 to 9000 km across, depending on how its 
bou ndarie are defined. 
The southern hemisphere re embles somewhat t hc lunar highlands in tha t 
t he su rface i densely cratered ,vith im pact craters larger than 20 km in dia-
meter. Several large im pact ba ins uch as Hella , Argyre, and Isidi are also 
prcsent, as in the case of the Moon. The numbcr of largc crater sugge t 
that they date fro m very early in the planet ' hi tory, perhaps f rom over fou r 
billion years ago. Howcver, t he den ity of craters lcs t han 20 km in diam eter 
i considerably lower than in thc lu nar highlands, with much of the area 
be twecn the large crat er being only sparsely cratered. Mo t large craters tend 
to be hall ower, have (latter fl oo r , and more limited rim deposits than 
comparably sized lun ar crat cr . The general impre ion i of an ancient 
surface much like th e lun ar highl and but partially buried by younger 
deposits. Many of the old crater rims and other remnan Ls of ancient cratered 
terrain that protrude through the younger deposits are dissec t d by branch-
ing networks of small channels. The e are puzzling bccau e, although they 
rc cmble terrestrial river valleys, liquid water cannot exist on the martian 
urface under the present environm ental conditions. The channel may indi-
cate that conditions were ufficiently different early in the planet ' hist ory 
to allow liquid water t o fl ow over the surface. 
The northern plain are rather poo rly under t ood, partly becau e of the 
poor quality of the available photography. The plain are generally thought 
to be volcanic with variable amounts of surficial aeolian debri . Only in 
Thar is and Elysium , and ome in tel'crater plains area , however, can lava 
flow be unambiguou ly identified. Elsewhere t he evidence fo r a volcanic 
origin is t enuous and ba edlargcly on the p re encc of ridges that re emble 
those on t he lunar malia. Th e density of impact craters on the plains - a 
mea ure of the age of the units - ran ge widely with thc low t being in the 
Tharsis region . The wide range in crater density ugge ts that the plains have 
a cum ulated over a very long peri od of tim e, perhap over most of t he 
hi tory of the planet. 
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Most fresh martian impact craters are urrounded by laye rs of ejecta that 
appear to have been emplaced as debris flows, not ballistically a in the cases 
of the Moon and Mercury . This has been tentatively attributed to the 
presence of significant amounts of ground ice. The tyle of impact cratering 
appears to differ according to location. forth of approximately 600 r, the 
so-called pedes tal craters are more common than elsewhere. These are craters 
that occur within a low platform or pedestal with an irregular outline. It 
has been proposed that the platform result from repeated depo ition and 
stripping of aeolian debris and that the debris is preferentially retained 
around im pact craters because of arm oring by ejecta. 
An extensive radial fracture system is associated with the bulge in the 
Tharsis region. So pervasive are the Tharsis radials that they are the domi-
nant stru c tural element of an entire hemisphere of the planet, extending as 
far as 4,000 km from the center of the bulge (Wise and other, 1979). The 
most intensely fractured regions are to the north and northea t of Tharsis 
where fractures wrap around the large volcano, Alba Patera, and ext ensive 
areas have clo ely paced fractures that mask the characteristic of the pre-
existing terrain. Intensely fractured zones also occur to the southeast and 
southwest of Tharsis. Even in the intervening sparsely fractured area, 
erosion ten d to be preferen tially enhanced along direction radial to Thar is. 
In the equ atorial region between longitud es 400 and 1000 W is a vast 
system of interconnecting canyon (Bla ius and others, 1977). Individual 
canyons may be up to 5 km deep and 200 km acros , and the entire system 
is 4,000 to 5,000 km long. Most are aligned radial to Thar i and it app ar 
that their orientation has been controlled by th e Thar is frac tu re system. 
Layered rocks are exposed in the upp er parts of the canyon walls; talu 
generally coverS the lower part. In ome ections the wall are deeply gullied 
or dissected by branching valleys; in other places are enormous landslides. 
The origin of the canyon in unclear, although most worker regard faulting 
as the dominant relief-generating mechanism, with landsliding and fluvial 
processes as econdary. 
At the eastern end of the canyon, large areas of the su rface appear to have 
been disrupted and broken into num erous blocks that are at a lower eleva-
tion than th e surrounding terrain . These areas have been termed chaotic 
terrain because of the seemingly random natu re of the fractu ring (Sharp , 
1973). Large, dry river beds emerge full cale from many of the chaotic 
regions and can be traced for several hundred kilometers downslope to the 
north. The river beds contain numerous features such as teardrop-shaped 
islands, longitudinal groove, and terraced walls - feature that are common 
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in large terrestrial flood feature (Baker and Milton, 1974 ). Most ob erver 
con ider the river bed evidence that water has periodically flowed across the 
surface of Mars in vast flood. Additional evidence for water erosion is 
provided by the previou ly mentioned small channel that dissect much of 
the densely cratered t errain. Most , but not all , of the large fl ood features 
occur in the Chryse region, east of the canyons. Other OCcur around the 
Hellas basin and along the boundary that separates the heavily cratered 
southern hemisphere from the more sparsely cratered northern hemisphere. 
Distribution of shield volcanoes 
Most martian shield volcanoes occur in the two province - Tharsis, 
centcred at app roximately 100 , noo W, and Elysium , centered at 250 
2100 W. The Tharsis province is by fa r the larger and i generally assum ed to 
include Olympus Mons and Alba Patera which , strictly peaking, lie outside 
Tharsi. Several large volcanoe occu r in areas rem oved from these two 
provinces; prominent examples are the A mphitrites and Hadriaca Paterae, 
t o the south and northeast of Hellas, Ty rrhenna Patera at 22° S, 254 0 W, 
and A pollinaris Patera at 80 Sand 1870 W. The fre hest appearing volcanoe 
are those in the Thar is region; consequently, most example in the book are 
taken from this area. 
In the center of Thar-sis, th ree prominent shield volcanoe occur along a 
ou thwest -northea t trending line. They appear to be on a majo r fractu re 
sy tem that continu es t o the nort heas t as the Tempe Fossae and t o t he 
southwest as the Me mnonia Fossae . The three hield are enormous by 
terrestrial st andards, each being approxim ately 400 km across and standing 
17 km above the urroundin g plai ns. Olympus Mo ns, the tallest volcano on 
the planet , i itu at ed 1,600 1m northwe t of the three Tharsis volcanoes. 
Its main hield is app roxima tcl 700 km across and its ummit tands 25 km 
above the urrounding plain . It i al 0 urrounded by all annulu of highly 
fractured terrain of ob cure ori gin th at extends as fa r a 1,200 km from the 
cente r of the volcano. Directly north of the most northerly of the three large 
Tharsis shields is an other large volcano, Alba Patera. Although it has little 
vertical relief , probably les than 5 km , Alba Patera is by far the l.argest 
martian volcan o in lateral c tent, being at least 1,500 km across . Much of 
the volcan o i intensely broken by Tharsi radial f racture which splay 
arou nd the u mmit region to fo rm an incom plet e fractu re ring. Elsewhere in 
Thar i , particularl on the northeast e t ension of the volcano line, are 
num erou other smaller volcanoes which characteristically have a large 
central caldera. 
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The Elysium province is mu ch smaller lhan th e Tharsis provin ce, including 
only three volcanoes - Elysium Mons, 170 km in diam etcr and approxi-
malely 14 km hi(!:h , l1eca tes TholL/s, 180 km in diam eter and approximately 
6 km high, and Albor Tholus_ 130 km aero and 3 km high. The Elysium 
volcanoes, like tho e o f Tharsis, arc situated on a broad domc which i 
app roximalely 2,000 km across and 5 km high. Although th ere are num erou s 
northwe l- outheas t lrending fractures lo the we t and sou thea l of Elysium , 
a well developed set o f radial frac tures is lacking. 
General description of martian shield volcanoes 
The lerm shield volcano is used here in a vcry general scn c, refe rrin g to 
roughl y circular mountains with central calderas and genUy sloping ( < 6 0 ) 
flanks, buill largely o f fluid flows. In the martian case, evidence for the 
fluidily o f th e lavas is indirec t but man y features charac te ri lic of Hawaiian 
flows, suc h as ce ntral channels, lcvees, collapse pits over lava tube, and 
lobat f' flow margins, are also visible on m arlian fI ows, uggcs ting similar 
flow propertics. Olympus Mons, th e largcst of the m artian hield , has 
ge ntly loping rIanks tha t are so mewhal shallower al the summit and around 
lhe eel ge to give the volcano a inusoidal profile. The summit cald era consist 
o f several inle rsee lin g dcpressions, suggesting a complex history of subsi-
de nce around diffe renl enters. The upp er flanks of the vol ano arc terraced 
with a roughly co ncentric patte rn. Th e t erraces are typically 15-50 km 
ac r~ s, have a slighlly co nvex surface, and arc eparated from one another 
by a sharp brcak in slope. The flanks everywhere have a radial tex ture caused 
by num erous narrow flows. A eli continuous, rou ghly circular , outward 
facing f'sca rpm ent 550 km in diameter surround the main part of the 
hielcl. In many places flows are drap ed over the escarpm ent and e tend 
several tens of kilom e ters beyo nd (Ca rr and olhers, 1977). um erou s land-
slides occur along thc basal carp where it is not covered by flow s. Most of 
th e features of the main edifice are similar to t e rre trial hield and are eo n-
si tent with th e low accumulation of fluid lava. One feature of Oly mpu 
JVlons that has no te rrestrial counlerpart is the o-ealled aureole . Thi co nsis ts 
of num erous blocks of distin c tively textured le rrain that completely 
surround s the main cdifice and ex lend up to 1000 km from its center. The 
ge neral impre sio n i o f block o f intensively fractured terrain tilted sli ghtly 
inward loward Ol ympu Mons and embayed by younger depo its. Its origin 
is unclcar bu t su gge tion s include c roded ash flow tuffs, va t thru st sh eets, 
subglac ial eruptions and gigantic landslides. 
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The Tharsis shields resemble Olym pus Mons in man y respec ts but each 
has its distinctive characte ris tics. The southernmost Thar is hield, Ar ia 
Mons, ha a simple UO-km-diam eter summit depression urrounded by 
concentric grabens. Therc are also numerous graben on the flanks, some 
of which grade into simplc breal in lopes or string of rimle s depres ions. 
A line of low mound cxtcnd northeast-southwe t across the floor of the 
central caldera which is otherw} e featureless except for occasional im pact 
cra ters and ome mall ( < 100 m across ) elongate depres ions. Several 
flows in the caldera originated at th e walls. On thc northca t and south wes L 
flank of thc main hield are many rimless depression , som e of which 
coalesce to form large embaymen t in the edifi ce. Th e e embayments are the 
Source of numerous flows which fan out over the adjac nt lava plains to the 
northea t and southwe t and extend as far as several hundred kilomet ers 
from th eir sources. Those adjacent to the main shield cut aero s its radial and 
concentric fabric. It thu s appears that after the main Arsia Mons edifice 
was built , subsidiary vents developed on the northeast and outhwest flanks 
and the e were the source of large volumes of lava which extended far 
ac ros the adjacent plains and buried part of the pre-existing shield 
(Crumpler and Aubele, 1978). 
Pavonis Mons and Asc reus 1\1 ons have similar general charact eristics to 
Arsia Mons. Each is topped by a caldera. Lines of piLS, rille or graben, con-
centric about the summit, OCCur on the terraced flank and transect the 
radial fabric that is cau ed mostly by flow features. The main edifice are 
extensively modified and are embayed to the northea t and southwe t by 
intersecting rilles, fractures, pit and spatulate depres ions. The mbayments 
have been the source of flow that form the adjacent plain and cover the 
lower part of the shields. 
Each of the three Tharsis shield appear to have followed a similar evolu-
tionary trend_ The first recognizable event is the building of the main shield 
which wa probably accompanied by repeated ub idence al the ummit to 
form the central caldera. In the late tages of hieJd building, eruption was 
confined mainly to the northea t and southwe t flank where th e hield 
becam considerably modified as para itic vents developed and merged 
together. These peripheral vents upplied vast quantitie of lava that flowed 
over the surrounding plains and buried the lower flank of the hields. The 
main part of the shield wa also modified either by concentri fractures or 
by formation of num erou pit craters. A northeast - ou th west asymmetry 
did not develop on Olympu Mon. The volcano retain a rou ghly radial 
symmetry with no prominent peripheral vent. The radial e carpm nt and 
urrounding aureole are uniqu e to Olympus Mons and appear to have both 
form ed relatively late in its hi tory by processe a y t unknov n. 
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Elysium Mons is the most prominent sh ield volcano of Elysium . The 
edifice is som ewhat asy mm etric, having two di tinct ridges which extend to 
the w t and outheas t of the ccntral caldera. The flanks have a vagu e, 
hummocky tex ture on a scale of about 10 km and a faint pattern cau sed 
pa rtly by lines of cratcrs and partly by very thin flows, just at the resolution 
limit of the available photographs. The flank slopes (10 to 120 ) are signifi-
cantly teeper than those of Olym pus Mon and th e Tharsi shields. The 
outer boundary of the volcano is indistinct and merges with the urrounding 
plains. 
Although of broad areal extent - approximately 1 ,500 km acro s - Alba 
Patera i Ie s than 5 km high at its summ it , 0 that the edifice has an 
ex tremely low profile, with flanks sloping at only fraction of a degree. At 
the center is a cald era co mplex about 140 km in diam eter. um erou s north-
south graben cut aCross th e edifice and wrap around the summit of the 
volcano to form a fracturc rin g approximately 500 km in diam eter. On the 
flank are num erous flow s, th e most conspicuou of which are referred to as 
shee t fZo ws . Th esc have well- develo ped lobate flow front and fairly level 
surfaces \vith a general lack of gross flow fea tures such as channel or 
unroofed lava tube. They are large, usu ally having length of everal 
hundred I ilom eters and widths of Len of kilom e ters. Also prc ent are tube 
and channel fed flows which co mmonly form radial ridges 5 to 10 km across 
with an axial channel or line of dep ressions indica ting the presence of a 
lava tube. Alba Patera has no obvious terre trial counterpart and is included 
herr und er hield voleanoe because it does have so me of the charac teris tics 
of shield volcanoes, a central cald era , and num erou flow features on the 
fl anks. The main differences from the other shield are an ex tremely low 
profilr . a ve ry large diameter, and the large-scal e flow features on the fl anks. 
ull1 erou s o th e r smaller volcanoes are present on Mars, particularly in the 
Tharsis region. The e generally have a summit caldera that i relatively large 
com pared with th e overall diam eter of th e edifice and a radial texture formed 
of long narrow flow s, channels and line of craters. 
Origin of martian shield volcanoes 
One of th e main differences between the martian and Hawaiian shield 
volcanoes is scale_ No L only are the martian hields both higher and \vider 
than th eir Ilawaiian counterparts but the individual co mponents of the 
martian vol can oes are large r. The een tral caldera , individu al flows, chann els, 
levees, and so forth are all larger than for the Hawaiian hicld , which are the 
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large t volcanoe on Earth. The differences in overall SIze are partly 
explicable by the contrasting tectonic fram ework on each planet. In 
Chapter 2 the Hawaiian shields were explained as being relatively short lived 
because the motion of the Pacific plate, on which the volcanoes are built, 
carries the volcanoes northwestward from the deep magma ource below the 
moving plate. As the volcanoes are carried away from the magma source, or 
'hot spot,' old volcanoes becom e extinct and new volcanoes develop directly 
above the source. The magma ource presently below Kilau ea has provided 
magma not only fo r Kilau ea but apparently for the entire Hawaiian Emperor 
chain during the last 70 million year. Mars, in contra t , appears to lack any 
significant plate tectonics, as there appears to be little, if any, motion of the 
martian cru st with respec t to the interior. Magma from a deep source within 
the planet will, therefore, likely accumulate in one large volcanic edific e 
rather than fo rm a tring of volcanoes a is the Hawaiian ca e. 
This, however, is only a partial explanation of the large size. The height 
of a shield volcano is controlled by the pre sure required to pump magma 
to the summit. During an eruption, the weight of a column of magma 
between it source and t he vent must be balanced again t the lithostatic 
pres ure at the source caused by the overlying rocks. Magma is able to reach 
the volcano summit because of the contrast in densitie between magma and 
the surrounding rocks. Accordant summits suggest that Mauna Loa and 
Mau na Kea in Hawaii are at their elevation limits. Plausible values for the 
density of tholeiitic magma and the crust and mantl roel s throu gh which 
the magma must pass indicate that the magma ource is at a depth of 50 to 
60 km below Hawaii. The martian volcanoes achieve mu ch higher elevations 
than the Hawaiian one, at least in the Tharsis and Elysium regions. Thi 
implies either a larger density contrast between magma and lithospheric 
rocks on Mars, or a greater depth to the magma ource. If terrestrial values 
are taken for the densities, then ources at depths of 100 to 200 km are 
implied, depending on how the litho phere i layered. Another alternative 
is that martian magma are more volatile-rich and start to ve iculate (outgas) 
at greater depths. The high ga pressure then forces the magma to higher 
elevatio ns than in Hawaii. Crustal tability , the origin of magma at con-
siderable depths, and high volatile content may then all contribute to the 
great size of the martian volcanoe . 
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Another poillt of contrast between th e Hawaiian and martian volcanoe is 
the ize of the flow s vi ible on the volcano flanks. In the martian ca e, 
individual flows commonly can be traced for distances in excess of 200 km . 
Flows of this le ngth are extremely un common anywhere on Earth , although 
they may occu r du rin g deposition of flood basalts, as in th e case of the 
ba alts 0 f the Colu m bia PIa tcau in the Pacific north west . A correlation exists 
between flow length and the volum e and rate of eruption in the case of 
terres trial flows. Pre umably, th e sam e relation holds on Mars. It app ears 
likely, th ere fore, that eru p Lions on the martian shields generally involved 
large volum es of magma and higher eruption rate than is usual in the 
Hawaiian shields. Thi would al 0 explain the anomalou ly long dim ensions 
(by Earth standards) of lava channel. 
Althou gh each eruptive event involved very large volum es of magma, the 
edifices appear not to have been built rapidly . An estimate can be made of 
th e age of features on a remote plane t from the number of uppo ed impact 
craters. The me thod is ve ry imprecise and not well calibrated. everthele , 
wide difference in age can be de tec ted. um erou s c rater counts have been 
macl e of the martian shield volcanoes and of the flows on th e surrounding 
lava plains lhat appear to originate at the shield. Counts on Arsia 10ns and 
the surrounding flows, for ex ample, ran ge over an order of magnilude. By 
almosl an y calibration scheme, the counts imply that eruption from Ar ia 
Mons has ex Lended over a peliod of at least several hu ndred million years. 
This conclusion , combined with the large volumes of lava erupt d durin g 
eac h volcanic eve nt , sugges ts th a t th e marlian hield volcan oes have been 
built ve ry slowly over a long period o f tim e b. extremely inlermittent 
erupti ons o f large volum e. They contra t , lherefore, with the nearly 
continu ous ae Livity o f the Ilawaiian hield in their early hicld building 
phase. 
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FIG URE 13- 1. Shaded airbrush relief map of Oly mpus Mons prepared 
from Mariner 9 images by the U. . Geological urvey. Th e volcano is about 
600 km acro ss and 2 7 km high; it is surrOLmded by a scarp that is up to 4 km 
high. Viking images show that flows drap e across th e scarp in many places 
and ex tend hundreds of kilometers onto the surrounding plains. 
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FIG URE 13- 2 . Oblique view of th e slLlnmit of Oly mpus Mons, showing 
th e multiple craters and slump-blocks ty pical of calderas associated with 
shield volcano es; the Oly mpus Mons caldera is more than 80 km across. 
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FIGURE 13- 3. Mosaic of high-resolution (~36 m) Viking Orbiter images, 
showing details in th e summit caldera of Oly mpus Mons . Th e youngest 
f eature seen here is th e crater at th e top of th e picture; a substantial caldera 
in its own right, it m easures more thah 25 km across and is nearly 3 km 
deep. Th e oldest part of th e caldera appears to be th e area to the lower left , 
co nsisting of foundered segments of the floor; intermediate in age is th e part 
of th e caldera floor having numerous "wrinkle" ridges, similar in form to 
mare ridges found on lunar basalt flows . (Mosaic P-193818.) 
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FIG UR E 13- 4. High-resolution fram e (~250 m) of part of th e basal scarp 
of Oly mpus Mons, showing numerous flo ws that drap e acro ss the scarp; 
partly collapsed lava tub es and leveed channels seen here are indicative of 
relatively fluid lavas - probably bll altic in composition - erupted perhaps 
in a sty le analogo us to Hawaiian volcanism as sporadic but prolonged 
activity. ( Viking Orbit er, fram e 47B43.) 
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FIG UR E 13- 5. A nother mew of part of the Oly mpus Mons scarp and 
mantling lava flows; note that some parts of the scarp are not cove red with 
lava. A lthough th e m echansim of scarp formation is not clearly understood, 
the process appears to involve both faulting and mass wasting. Geometric 
relations indicate that scarp formation and lava flo w emplacem ent we re 
concurrent. Image area is about 80 km by 80 km. (Viking Orbiter f rame 
222A 64.J 
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FI GUR E 13- 6. Mosaic showing summit region of A rsia Mons, sOLLthern-
most of the giant shield vo lcano es of Tharsis. This volcano stands about 19 
km above th e surrounding plains; its 120-km-diameter caldera is the largest 
of th e Tharsis volcanoes. N umeroLLs lava flo ws are visible as fin e striations 
that radiate from th e caldera. Th e irregLLlar reentrants at th e north and outh 
ends of the caldera appear to be th e source for vast lava flo ws that spread 
out from the main edifice. (Mosaic P-17863.) 
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FIG URE 13- 7. High-resolution image of the northwestern part of the 
A rsia Mons caldera, showing extensive fault blocks and graben along the rim, 
indicating collapse that probably resulted from subsidence of th e summit 
region of th e caldera. A t the bottom margin, several flows which originate 
at one of the concentric faults cover other, older fault s, downslope. A rea 
shown is about 40 km by 4 0 km. ( Viking Orbiter fram e 422A3 1.) 
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FIGURE 13- 8. Image of the lava plains sOLLth east of A rsia Mons at about 
200 S, 11 70 W, showing numerous lava flows and leveed channels. Detailed 
mapping and analyses of crater frequencies show that th ese and similar flow s 
intermittently erupted from vent on th e northeas t and southwes t flanks of 
A r-sia Mo ns over a ve ry long period of time, probably hundreds of millions of 
years. ( Vik ing Orbite r frame 56A26.) 
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FIGURE 13-9. View of the lava plains south of th e Tharsis volcanoes at 
about 320 , 131 0 W, where the lava flows have flood ed older cratered terrain 
(bottom of picture). Lack of flow fe atures, such as lava tlLb es and channels, 
ugges ts that these are flood lavas erupted at high rates of effusion (higher 
than rates m,easured in H.awaii) from extensive fis sure-vents. ( Viking Orbiter 
fram e 56A 14.) 
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FIG URE 13-10. Me diUln-resolution image of the summit of Pavonis Mons, 
middle member of the three Tharsis shield volcanoes. Th e prominent caldera 
at th e bottom of the picture is about 38 km acrosS and appears to transect 
an older summit structure outlined by th e circular and linear ridges. (Viking 
Orbiter fram e 21 OA34..) 
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FIG URE 13-11. High- altitude oblique aerial view of Ascraeus Mons, 
northernmost member of th e three large Tharsis shield volcanoes. 
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FIGURE 13- 12. High-resolution image of the summit caldera of A craeus 
Mons , showing detail of the caldera wall · and flow feature on the volcano 
flanks. The main pit is 35 km acroSS. 
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FIGURE 13- 13. Mosaic of moderate resolution Viking images, showing 
th e western "summit " region of A lba Patera. This volcanic f eature appears to 
be unique not only on Mars but within th e explored So lar System, having no 
counterpart on Moon, Earth, or th e half of Me rcury seen thus far. A lba 
Patera is nearly flat in profile, yet lava flo ws appear to originate from a 
central region (s een in th e lo wer right-hand co m er here) and extend out-
ward for more than 1,600 km. Th e fra cture ring is approx imately 500 km in 
diameter. (Viking mosaic 211-5065.) 
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FIGURE 13- 14. Lava flows associated with A lba Patera; IlUlnerous tub e-
fed and channel-fed flows cover th e flanks of th e volcano. A lthough some of 
th e dend rit ic channel patterns seen here may be flu vial in origin, most appear 
to be volcanic. Impact crater at top of picture is approximately 20 km in 
diamete r. (Viking mosaic 21l-S06 SB.) 
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FIGURE 13-15. The prominent ridge seen here has a series of small holes 
along its crest. These are interpreted to be collapsed portions of a large lava 
tube that fed lavas on the flank of Alba Patera. Mosaic is 140 km x 110 kl1'L. 
( Vi king mosaic 211-5063.) 
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FiGURE 13- 16. High-reso lution image of part of the fracture system 
associated with A lba Patera. Th e series of craters aligned with several of the 
fracture are of internal origin and may be analogous to pit craters. Image is 
about 50 km by 60 km. (Viking Orbiter fram e 224A13.) 
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FIG URE 13- 17. View of Biblis Patera in the north we t part of the Tharsis 
region. Th e exposed part of the volcano is about 100 km across; however, 
th e summit caldera and f eatures on its f lanks suggest thal it is similar to lh e 
y ounge r shield volcano es of Tharsis and that Biblis Patera is simply an older 
shield volcano that has been partly buried by y ounger lava flows. Cutting 
across lhe volcano are several grab en that post-date the surrounding plains. 
( Viking Orbiter fram e 44B50.) 
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FIGURE 13- 18. View of Pavonis Patera, Tharsis region ; similar to Biblis 
Patera, the volcano seems to be an older shield volcano that has been inun-
dated by younge r lava flow s. Th e two smaller craters are probably impact 
structures, as indicated by the ejec ta patterns and their central peaks . 
( Viking Orbiter fram e 49B85.) 
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FIG URE 13- 19. View of the northern Tharsis area, showing Uranius 
Tholus (A ), Ce ranius Tholus (B), part of Uranius Patera (C), and an impact 
crater at (D) . Fractures to th e west (left) are part of th e tec tonic pattern 
associated with A lba Patera, north of this area. Ceranius Tholus is about 110 
km by 90 km. (Viking Orbiter mosaic 211-5639.) 
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FIGURE 13-20. View of Uranius Tholus. Th e term Tholus - meaning 
dome - was applied to seve ral volcanic f eatures on Mars viewed on Mariner 9 
images. Th e increased quality of Viking Orbit er images show much more 
detail, and, as can be seen here, both Uranius Tholus and Cercmius Tholus 
(n ex t figure) are volcanic construct that have been partly buried by y ounger 
lavas , masking the true dim ensions of th e f eatures. Frame dim en ions are 
223 km x 23 8 km. (Viking Orbiter fram e 516A23.) 
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FIG URE 13-21. Moderate resolution VLew of Ceranius Tholus, howing 
radial lava flows , lava channels , and partly collapsed lava tub es on the flank 
of the construct. Several impact craters are vi ible on this view, one at the 
bottom of the image, several smaller ones scattered throughout th e view, and 
one elongate crater on th e north flank of Ceranius Tholus that has been 
breached by a lava channel. Frame dim ensions are 220 km x 236 km. 
( Viking Orbiter fram e 516A24.) 
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FIGUR E 13-22. Ve rtical view of Elysium Mons. Slopes on the flank s of 
th e volcano are steeper than those of th e Tharsis shield volcanoes, sugge ting 
either dif f erences in lava rh eology - perhaps being more viscous - or lower 
rates of effu sion that would produce shorter flows. Th e summit caldera is 
about 15 km in diam eter. ( Viking Orbiter mosaic 211-5643.) 
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FIGURE 13-23. Two frame mosaic showing details of the summit Elysium 
Mons and the flanks of the volcano. (Viking Orbiter frames 541A44,46.) 
FIGURE 13-24. Mosaic showing part of Hecates Tholus, a volcano about 
400 km northeast of Elysium Mons, showing a complex summit caldera, 
numerous radial lava flows, collapsed lava tubes, lava channels and younger 
lava flows that have partly buried the volcano. Hecates Tholus is about 
150 km across . (Viking Orbiter mosaic 211-5787.) 
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FIG URE 13-25. View of Hadriaca Patera at 3 10 S, 264°W. This vo lcano, 
ty pical of I1wny patera, has a ve ry low profile. Th e central caldera is about 
60 kmac ross. ( Vik ing Orbiter frame 106A09.) 
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FIGUR E 13- 2 6. Mosaic of Ty rrhena Patera at 20°5, 252°W. A 12-km 
diameter caldera-like depression is wrrounded by a partial fra cture ring, 
45 km in diameter. Th e crater margin of the patera is exten ively diss ec ted 
and several channel radiate from th e center. ( Viking mosmc 
211 -5730.) 
FIG UR E 13-2 7. Th e volcano A pollinaris Patera at 80 S, 186°W. Th e 
volcano is probably relatively old, as is suggested by the number of super-
posed craters, some of which are probably impact. Flows appear to diverge 
from a lift zone on one flank. Th e central caldera is 75 km in diam eter. 
(Mosaic P-18143.) 
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